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Once upon a time... in a quaint village in Switzerland, the people
were milling about their daily routine when an oddity appeared. A
travelling merchant was wending his way down the cobblestone
street with his small covered wagon, with wooden sides and roof,
pulled by a singular horse of good breed and spirit. This itself was
not the oddity: for such travelling merchants were a daily fare in
those times and climes. However, the singular curiosity was the
travelling companion that the merchant had riding the horse. Astride
the stallion was a large chimpanzee, wearing, what would seem to
be a chauffeur’s uniform, gloves and hat and all. As passers-by
remarked at the unique sight, pointing, the chimpanzee would remove his hat and nod his head in courtesy.
The man and his companion made their way into the middle
of the clean village, to the market square, lined with neat shrubbery and flowers, blossoming brightly in the spring sun; with the
snow glistening off the mountain peaks farther above; the birds
singing sweetly it their alpine, northern paradise. The wagon
slowly came to a stop. The chimpanzee bounded merrily off the
horse and prepared the step for his master to descend to the street.
After the merchant stepped down, the chimpanzee, with a small
brush that he procured from his inside coat pocket, began to brush
the dust and air-borne seed-silk off his master, which had accumulated from their travel across the mountain and meadow roads.
A crowd by now was gathering; but the merchant payed them
no attention, as both he and the chimp began to remove wares
from the wagon. They pulled folding tables from off the roof
after they removed the crates that had been tied down on top of
the flattened tables. He opened one whole side of the wagon and
propped up the side panel with two poles, which then served as
an awning. The chimp then opened a folding chair for his master
and the man sat down in the shade of the wagon’s awning and
remaining aloof to the throng of people now before him, produced a book and began to read, and within a moment the chimpanzee brought him a cup of coffee and a biscuit. “Thank you,
Tobias”, the merchant said, in a manner that revealed that he was
quite accustomed to his hairy companion so waiting upon him,
without even having to make request. “Have a banana yourself
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and relax in the shade”, he said, “It’s been quite a trip we’ve
made from Italy”. He then went on casually, enjoying his repast
and reading, completely ignoring the people around him.
After a few moments, someone in the crowd broke the
silence, “From Italy, you say,” he interjected. “What brings
you to our humble hamlet, the smallest in our canton?”
The merchant, feigning surprise, looked up and said, “Oh...”
and with a moment of silence looked around at all the curious faces,
“Yes”, he started, “we have just travelled here to your fine crisp air
from the warmer climes of Italy. Before that, we had been at my
mission station in Africa. You see, I am not a mere merchant, but a
missionary on a sacred journey. All these goods around me that
you see were made by my furry friend Tobias here, and a few thousand of his tribe at the mission I run for them. They are good folk
and just need a chance to matriculate to the higher society in which
we abide. I’ve...—forgive me, allow me to introduce myself—my
name is Father Lazare Jacobi of Rome. I’ve brought all this merchandise made by the chimps in the hopes of selling it in Germany
and Austria. However, for a few days we travelled through some
heavy rain and I decided that since it was such a nice sunny day
and the air here so fine, to open up my little wagon and allow the
merchandise to air out a little... if that’s all right with you. I won’t
clutter up your street for very long, we just require a little time to
relax and rest on solid ground, after several days of lumbering along
and being tossed to and fro in this wagon over your bumpy roads”.
“You don’t have to hurry along”, someone from the crowd suggested, “you are not in anyone’s way. Stay as long as you like.”
“Yes”. “Indeed”. “That’s right”, others in the crowd added.
“That’s right kind of you”, the merchant replied.
“But, uh... Mr. Jacobi, why do you plan to go all the way to
Germany and Austria when there are good people here in Switzerland who may buy your wares, and then you won’t have to
travel so far? Swiss gold is just as good as German, is it not?”
“Please, please, call me ‘Lazare’, my friend”, Jacobi replied.
“Well, I did not know that you Swiss would be interested in my
crude wares. You Swiss are a refined, advanced people, with
your watches and clocks and chocolates; I would not insult you
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with these primitive crafts. I imagined that I would have better
success selling them to your more-rustic northern cousins”.
At this point, without any cue, the chimpanzee brought his
master another biscuit and then retrieved a small box from the
wagon and sat down on a small stool that he brought with the
box, opened it, and produced some shoe-black and various pieces
of cloth and a brush, and proceeded to shine Jacobi’s shoes.
The people in the crowd marvelled. One exclaimed, “I wish I
had one of those monkeys”. Others also chimed in, in agreement. Jacobi smiled, but corrected him, “Well, Toby here is not a
monkey, which is an entirely different race; chimpanzees are apes”.
A little chagrined at his own ignorance (which was understandable, considering this was a century or more ago, despite the fine
education of the Swiss people, this was before modern travel and
communication and the information explosion of learning), the
man reiterated, “Well, I’d certainly like to have one of those apes
to help me with all my chores”. Again, others in the crowd again
echoed their agreement.
Jacobi replied, “Oh, I have a few thousand chimpanzees like
this, all wonderfully trained. But owning one is like having a child:
You must feed it, clothe it, procure a doctor when it is sick, teach it
and constantly be correcting it. It is a nice idea, but you don’t
really want one. They are too hyper for you laid-back Swiss. Would
you not be interested in some of these nice hand-baskets instead?”
“Well”, one of the men in the crowd replied, “you don’t seem
too inconvenienced by the beast, he’s done half your work for
you and now waits on you hand and foot, without your even needing to give him a command”.
“Well, that may be the case”, Jacobi replied, “but you were
not privy to all the years of time, energy, and expense, not to
mention patience, in order to properly train him. Look here, a
nice handkerchief made with Egyptian cotton, would that not be
something that would be of interest and better use to you?”
“But you said that you had several thousand of these chimpanzees, all trained, and that they produce all these wares that you are
trucking about and have set before us”, one man continued.
“Well, yes, that is true”, Jacobi replied.
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“So, will you then not consider selling to us some of your many
monkeys... er, I mean, apes? Surely with as many as you have, you
would not miss a few for us Switzers, who would pay you fairly to
benefit from all your hard work and expense in training them”.
“That’s right”. “Indeed”. “Ja”, others in the crowd expressed
in agreement.
“But if I sell my chimpanzees, who will I then have to make
all these wares for me?” Jacobi questioned.
“Well”, someone asked, “why do you even make all those wares
to lug them many hundreds of miles over the Italian and Swiss
Alps to sell in Germany and Austria?”
“I do so in order to raise the needed funds to better help these
poor children of nature to aspire to a higher life, as we enjoy. Is
that not their right? Do they not deserve it as much as we? Are
we not all God’s children?” Jacobi countered.
“Well, all that speculation and strange philosophy about rights
and deservation and all being God’s children I certainly take issue with. Just because God made all does not mean that all are
the same and does not mean that all have the same purpose or
rights or deserts. But that is not the issue. We have not asked to
have a religious or philosophical or political debate. We have
simply asked if we could purchase some of your chimpanzees.
Now that you have shared your purpose, to help those of the ape
tribe, would it not be more cost-effective, and far-less burdensome for you to sell us some of the apes, which will bring you a
far-better price than your handkerchiefs and backscratchers... and,
uh... whatever those other things are—and you won’t have to lug
them all the way to the Tyrol or Bavaria in the hopes to sell them.
In fact, once you travel all the way north, there is no guarantee
that the Saxons or Ostlers will even buy anything from you. And
right here before you is a sure deal”.
“Well”, Jacobi replied, “you make a good point. You Switzers
are quite good thinkers. There is no denying that. However, I
don’t know if your chilly climate and steep mountainsides would
be agreeable to these furry, tropical, curious creatures who spend
their time swinging in trees and eating fruit and any small creature that they can catch”.
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“Well”, interjected another townsman, “your chimpanzee is
not swinging in a tree, but he’s serving you coffee and biscuits;
and your other chimpanzees are not swinging in trees—otherwise, how are they making all these crafts that you are selling?
Furthermore, I thought that your entire goal is to take the “monkey” out of the jungle and even try to take a little jungle out of the
“monkey”, so to speak, to get them out of the trees, to show them
a better life. Would not selling us some chimpanzees be the mostrespectable advancement toward that goal?”
Jacobi replied, “You good Switzers have me out-thunk again.
I cannot think of anything that could possibly refute your logic. I
stand speechless, without rebuttal”.
“So then, sell us some of your fine, well-trained chimpanzees”,
a Switzer bellowed, “—name your price!”
“Well”, said Jacobi, “now we come to the hard matter. You do
understand that the price will be dear. It is not for a mere backscratcher
made from a piece of wood that you are asking. I had to catch these
chimpanzees in the wild, build caged shelters to house them. Then I
had to feed and care for their health and well-being as I began the
slow process of trying to banish the wild from their minds and train
them in the ways of civilization. We are talking years of labor and
expense. Then these chimps must be brought from Africa by ship to
Italy, and then slowly transported up the narrow winding passes
through your steep, rugged mountains here to Switzerland. How
much do you think, then, would be a fair price for each chimpanzee,
and can any of you even afford one?”
Without any cue or command, the chimpanzee now carried a
basin of water and a bag of oats to the horse, and fed and watered
him and then began, with a large brush, to brush the horse from
head to tail, as the stallion whinnied and grunted and shivered
with delight.
The pensive Switzers, silently watching the chimpanzee see to
the needs of the horse without any order or reminder from Jacobi,
caused the fine wheels in these Swiss minds to spin and purr like a
quality watch, until one well-dressed Switzer burst forth boldly
like a coo-coo out of a clock, “Ten one-ounce gold pieces!”
“Well, there is a fine offer”, said Jacobi. “Now I am glad that
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I did not travel all the way to Germany where getting a gold piece
from a Saxon’s grip is like pulling teeth from an old mule”.
The townspeople smiled, and a few let out a hearty laugh.
“However”, Jacobi continued, “while your offer is nothing to
sneer at, there is more to this transaction than a mere passing of
coin from one hand to the other”.
“How so?” one Switzer asked.
“Well”, Jacobi began “this is not a mere pound of butter or a
wheel of cheese, or even a clock or a watch that is being traded for
the gold. If you find out that the cheese is mouldy or the clock does
not work properly, the cheesemaker or the clockmaker is right here
in your village and you can treat with him to find an agreeable
solution to your dissatisfaction. But what if your newly purchased
chimp grows ill in your cold mountain air and dies? What if you
don’t like the ape, after you have bought him and I am gone? I
have no desire to defraud you, and I want you to be happy in your
purchase; but I cannot be responsible for your relationship with the
beast you purchase, or for your satisfaction with him. A man may
buy an ox with which to plow his field and pull his wagon, but if
ox and owner do not have personalities that are agreeable to one
another, the relationship would not work. It is understandable that
the purchaser has regrets and his stomach has soured over the transaction; but that is not the fault of the seller. I would not want to be
the cause of any man being disgruntled with the ape that he purchased from me—for I did not seek you out to sell you chimpanzees. I wanted to sell my crafts and wares farther north, where I
was heading and you sought me out to purchase the very producers
of my crafts. If you are not pleased with the chimpanzee, after all
my time and expense, I cannot travel many hundreds of miles to
take the chimpanzee back; nor could I give even a partial refund.
If I did that, then I would spend years travelling back and forth, at
great expense, including the wear and tear on my wagon; even if I
merely break even in the transaction—I cannot get that time of my
life back. Furthermore, I would not want it on my conscience to be
the source of disgruntled persons unhappy with their lawful purchases, and my reputation would be besmeared in all of the land of
the Switzers”.
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“I see your point”, the bargaining Switzer replied. “Those are
good points that you raise. I had not thought about it that far
ahead. What do you suggest?”
“Well”, Jacobi countered, “I see only two viable options. I
can continue my travel to Saxony and peddle my cheap wares
there and hope to make it worth my while—and as the daylight is
burning I would need to begin travelling at once, in order to make
any progress before nightfall; or we can employ the long-time
honored and true Roman motto Caveat Emptor. I can offer no
guarantee. I cannot be held responsible for any outcome of the
purchase. You completely indemnify me of all possible dissatisfaction of any type or degree as a result of your purchase”.
The Switzers stood silent.
Jacobi continued, “There, see, just as I thought. I don’t blame
you. That is a lot of money. You offered a fair price and I did not
want to quibble for more, because I know you offered it from an
honest heart. But you did not realize the hidden factors that came
with the price tag. Yes indeed, that is a lot of money and I would
not ask you to take such a risk. That would be like buying 10 fine
milch cows, without any recourse if they are poor milkers, if they
give sour milk, or even die. Who would be bold enough to make
such a purchase? It is preposterous”.
With a snap of Jacobi’s fingers the chimpanzee slowly began
to pack up the wares, once again, into the wagon.
“Well, I thank you good men for your interest and stimulating
conversation, but I must now be going as I have a long road ahead
of me, to places unknown and ventures uncertain. Who knows,
maybe I will have to travel even farther to the Hollanders, if no one
will buy my wares in Saxony, Bavaria or in the Eastern Kingdom”.
After some deep thought and fidgeting around, bewraying
his anxiety and internal conflict, the Switzer called out, “We
have a deal!”
“Are you certain?” rejoined Jacobi, working hard to suppress a
smile and look solemn. “This is a major decision. Why not think
about it for a fortnight or so and a few months from now when I
return from the two kingdoms and possibly even from the nether
regions of Upper Germania, if my horse and I survive the harsh
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journey, you can give me your decision then”.
“Please don’t go. I have already made up my mind”, the
Switzer replied. “How soon can you have a chimpanzee of the
finest quality and training delivered to me here?”
“Well”, that would take several months”, Jacobi explained,
“and of course that is all dependent upon the weather, the roads,
and other factors beyond my control; but I would say three months
would be a fair estimate”.
“Agreed, then”, the Switzer asserted. “My name is Huldrich
Böcklin. I am a vinter and have a large vineyard and I hope that
a chimpanzee such as yours will be a profitable worker. I can
give him a good home and he can have all the grapes and cheese
that he can eat”, he said with a laugh. “I will have your 10 gulden
ready by the time that you return with my chimp”.
Well, three months passed by quickly for the reader, but seemed
like forever for eager Huldrich Böcklin and the equally as eager
Lazare Jacobi, who well played the role of pure-hearted philanthropist-merchant, but who played the Switzer like a fine-tuned
lute. It is not that Jacobi was dishonest in the deal struck with
Böcklin, but that he played on the Switzer’s eagerness with expertise psychology and salesmanship. Böcklin indeed got a good deal.
But Böcklin’s purchase itself was not the real deal that Jacobi had
his eyes set upon. A good fisherman may “chum” the water and
throw out perfectly good bait to attract more fish. Jacobi indeed
made a good profit in the bargain—10 gulden was 50 times more
than he would have made had he sold every last craft and the horse
and the wagon too. Jacobi really had no intention of traversing
Germania all the way to the Baltic or the North Sea. He was confident in his ability as a “seller” of whatever people needed (whether
they realized that they needed it or not), and he did not anticipate
having to travel much father than he actually had.
Böcklin was ecstatic about the new addition to his vineyard.
After a little training, his chimp, whose name was Obongo, was a
capable worker. So pleased was he, that he bought another, whose
name was Hoosheyn; and then a third named Barrakha. Now, it
is not that this trio of chimps were better workers than the local
Swiss whom he employed; hardly. The crude level of thought
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and learned behaviours of his newly acquired simian workers
could never even come close to a human. The ape can be taught,
by reward, classically conditioned, shaped operantly, even taught
by punishment. While God made apes’ digits and limbs and spine
to be adept at climbing and swinging from trees, the mechanical
ability of chimp anatomy was not really suited to human activity;
he could be trained to be semi-proficient, but his movements were
awkward and his work clumsy. While such a primate can be
taught to go through the motions of an act, he really does not
have the cognitive capacity to comprehend purpose and thus cannot intuit the spirit of the task, as well as the letter.
Regardless, Böcklin was pleased with his purchases. He was
wealthy and what would have been a decade’s frugal savings to
the commoner, to him was an amount small
enough to be worth the risk. Besides, though
he was not a vain man, most anyone would
be happy to own something that no one else
owned: a novelty—to be the first and maybe
even a trend setter. He even thought of adding a chimpanzee to his winery’s logo, to help with sales; or even
vinting a small batch exclusively from the grapes that his chimps
harvested, with the motto, “Grapes of apes: Never touched by
human hands”. Though his chimpanzee was not the model
vinedresser, chef, and butler that he had envisioned, Böcklin joked,
“Well, at least I don’t have to worry about my chimps badmouthing
me to the other workers or demanding a raise or the Friday off to
go on a picnic”.
There were, of course, more greedy souls in neighboring cities, who dreamed of “manning” their entire factories with chimpanzee labor, which would get around fair trade and labor laws
and guilds and give them a greater profit without having to treat
their employees fairly. Two such men, if they can be called that,
were Schitterbitter and Goldfart. They each owned large textile
factories and were tired of having to care for employees injured
on the job. They had been importing Spaniards to work in their
factories, but this notion of chimpanzees was even better.
Some of the more affluent Switzers, following Böcklin’s lead,
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also purchased a few chimpanzees. While they were not common in Switzerland, chimpanzees were at least something that
the average city-dwelling Switzer had seen, and were beginning
to see on a more regular basis.
Many Switzers were disgusted by them.
“They are apes. They stink. I bet they carry disease. They
don’t belong here. God put them in Africa where He wanted
them. Only the wealthy have them—and not because they make
great workers, but because they are wealthy and like to show off.
They do all they can to make sure that they get all of our few
groschens and we get not any of their many guilders. It’s all
about money. They don’t want to pay a good wage to an honest
Switzer worker; these foreigner factory owners import Spaniards
and now chimps, just so they don’t help our people; while they
expect us to buy their products. It really is an abomination.”
However, liberal-emotioned, albeit, simple-minded souls, who
thought that the highest form of humanitarianism was to be found
in egalitarian socialism (which was destroying France)—as long
as someone else paid for it—thought that the chimpanzees were
a delight of utopia.
“To think that these wonderful men have given these poor
chimpanzees such a better life; how noble and altruistic of them.
And the chimpanzees are so polite. Never do I pass one that he
does not remove his hat and pay his respects with a cute little
bow of his furry head; those adorable round ears standing firm
and proud. I wish there were more chimpanzees in Switzerland.
I think society would be far better for it. They can teach us a lot.”
Well, Schitterbitter and Goldfart (who were not born in Switzerland, but in Vienna; their ancestors having come from
Constantinople, where they had been moneylenders to the Sultan) were intent on having their matza and eating it too—and
did all that they could to facilitate the importation of more chimpanzees. Initially, after enough chimpanzees began to be imported and bred in Switzerland, the good Switzers objected.
Laws were passed to restrict further importation or breeding.
Schitterbitter and Goldfart then sought the assistance of some
of their kinsmen, Spittelmacher and Dummshitz who were still
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in the banking industry in Vienna. They began to use their collective wealth and influence to grease the machinery of church
and state to be more accommodating to the wheels of “progress”.
A plan was formulated, and a multi-pronged approach was
carried out against the good-hearted, pure-minded Switzters. The
schools began teaching evolution, teaching that the chimps were
our brothers. Churches began teaching that it was “unchristian”
to refuse kindness and equal rights to chimps. Politicians and the
newspapers conspired, along with socialist organizations and even
Lutheran churches and “charities”, to recount all of the woes of
the poor persecuted chimps in Africa: how there were chimp wars,
one tribe against the other; that there were so many chimps that
Africa could not contain them all, and that it was our “Christian
duty” to take as many chimps as possible into the small and
cramped nations of Europe. Bypassing the canton authorities,
the subversive elements in church and state stepped up their
disinformation campaign and emotional sales pitches, guilt tripping the good-hearted Switzers, and forced them (by bribing or
threatening to ruin whoever would oppose this mass importation) to open their nation to the poor, persecuted chimps.
“You see how moral and upright are the chimps that are already
among us—so well trained, respectful, law abiding, and courteous
they are. How can you call yourselves Christians, and turn a blind
eye and deaf ear to their plight. Jesus said, ‘When ye have done it
unto the least of these... you’ve done it unto Me’. Why then do you
resist such a good deed? Are we not all God’s children? Apes are
human too. Your genes and heritage are no better than theirs.”
The common people, sadly, having forgotten the Word of God
taught to them so bravely by Ulrich Zwingli, were easily conned
into believing the many twisted perversions of Holy Writ spewed
by these false prophets. But since these notions came from people
whom they respected as “professionals” and who were long-time
“family friends”, who never for a moment did they think would
betray them, the common people began to acquiesce to the illegitimate demands falsely placed upon their consciences.
Soon, Switzerland came to be inundated with many hundreds
of thousands of chimpanzees. However, the common Switzer
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who lived at “ground zero” on the front battle lines (in the onceclean, safe, and quiet cities) immediately began to realize the
utter fraud that had been perpetrated upon them.
Truth be told, of all the millions of chimpanzees in Africa, only
a few dozen of them were smart enough and gentle enough to be so
trained. Years of attempting to selectively breed for the more-intelligent and more-gentle traits proved an utter failure. The old
“Bait and Switch” was cleverly employed. The few chimps that
were sold, initially to the good Switzers, were the only ones that
could be trained. The other teeming hundreds of thousands and
millions were untrainable, unable to learn, unable to have the wild
even temporarily faded from their instincts. The “good father”
Jacobi thus terribly deceived the people, into thinking that all of
his thousands of chimpanzees were as well trained and civilized as
Toby. Finding that small handful of chimps capable of having civilization weakly imprinted upon them was like panning for gold in
a waterfall or a mighty, rushing river. These original apes who
were at the “very top” of the Bell Curve of chimp potential, were
held up to be the “average chimp”—though they were not the average chimp, but rather “aberrations” or “freaks of nature” that
could be trained, temporarily. Temporarily, I say, because once
back in the wild (or if the wild came to them) it was then again,
“monkey see monkey do” in an apish sort of sense. The call of the
wild, like the sirens on the rocks calling with their irresistable enchanting lore to sailors within earshot, was more than even the
best-trained chimps could resist; it was like trying to train a retriever not to chase after something that is thrown. Being around
their common, wild, unrestrained cousins that were pouring into
Switzerland was too much for “nurture” and resulted in an explosion of “nature”—and all their learned behaviours and manners of
“civilization” were extinguished like a candle in an avalanche.
Soon crime became rampant in formerly peaceful, crime-free
Switzerland. Chimpanzees began stealing whatever wasn’t locked
up. If things were locked up they “went ape” and began vandalizing,
destroying, trashing, burning everything around. Squalor and destruction were everywhere; as well as urine and feces. To act out
their rage, they began assaulting the Switzers, ripping clothes off
women and violating them—and murdering. The corrupt politicians,
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still well paid by Goldfart and his cohorts, retorted, “Please, please,
good people, understand: There will be ‘minor hiccups’ along the
road to ‘progress’ and civilization” and “we need to be understanding” and “we cannot prosecute the chimps for crimes: for it is part of
their culture and such things are not considered to be crimes to them.
Why, your ancestors did not leap from barbarism into being
clockmakers and chocolatiers. Were it not for Africa we would not
even have chocolate, whence the cacao is imported. You all were
once apes too. Where is your heart and your Christian charity”.
Those who spoke out to rebut such lies, said, “You blaspheme
the Word of God. Our ancestors were never apes. Neither did
we descend from cavemen as your socialistic propaganda says,
with which you pervert the minds of our youth in the schools and
in society. God created Adamkind separate and distinct from all
other living creatures—in His Very Own Image and Likeness—
and we did not advance from barbarism but were created in a
perfect state of civilization from the very start. Sin, based upon
lies—like the type that you peddle—has caused our degeneracy
and entering of barbarism that we and our ancestors never knew.”
However, whenever one of the few bold Switzers who knew and
loved the truth made such an attempt, he was shouted down as a
“hater” or a “racist”; his business loans, if he had any, were called in;
larger businesses and many townspeople stopped doing business with
him, and he was ruined. If he persisted yet, he would usually “have
a heart attack” or die in some “freak avalanche”, or “slip” on ice and
fall in the fast flowing river to be dashed on the rocks. The rest of the
townspeople, reduced to barnyard animals, simply pretended not to
see their fallen comrades, and stepped over them and on them as if
they were not even there. Once people are reduced to existing on a
primitive level, with little reason, and an uncontrollable over-abundance of emotions, especially fear, it is quite easy to spook the human herd into a stampede away from something.
However, the politicians and self-appointed “shapers” of society never answered the obvious questions: If the chimpanzees don’t
recognize vandalism, theft, assault, rape, and murder as crimes,
why then would it be a crime for the Switzers to exterminate the
violent savages, as would happen naturally back in the jungle, were
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they still in Africa? If apes cannot be held accountable for committing a crime against a Switzer why then should a Switzer be
held accountable for justly punishing the chimpanzees for their
crimes? Furthermore, if a Switzer was in the bush of Africa and it
would not be a crime to defend himself from a deadly attack by a
wild animal, why is it considered a crime to defend himself from
the attack of a wild animal while in his own country?
Such questions, of course, were never permitted to be voiced
publicly. In the event that such a question was asked, in some forum, the reply was, “—because Switzers do understand the difference between right and wrong, and therefore, they are responsible”.
However, again, that discussion would not be allowed to take place
because the rebuttal would be: “God declares in His Word, upon
which our cantons and nation were founded, that if a beast kills a
man, the beast is to be put to death—even a dumb ox. Man was
made in God’s Image; beasts were not. To kill man unjustly is an
attack against the Image of God. Whether an animal realizes what it
did is utterly irrelevant. It is to be put down if it commits a violent
act that injures a human. Furthermore, the Bible says that the owner
of the beast is also to be executed for allowing his beast to run amok.
Therefore, if chimpanzees do not have the moral restraint of a conscience, are essentially psychopaths and cannot comprehend the difference between right and wrong, cannot abide by our laws then they
have no business being in civilization and should be shipped back to
Africa where the lions and hyenas and leopards will teach them proper
manners. Finally, essentially, the politicians are the owners of these
beasts, since they champion their “rights” and illegally support them
from the public fund, and therefore, the politicians are responsible
every single time one of these wild animals kills or injures a human,
steals, or damages property!
The good Switzers in fear contemplated how they could get the
evil genie back into the bottle. As much as the chimpanzees were a
serious problem, the more-serious problem was the subversive politicians and ministers and newspapers and liberal “pillars” of the community, who shamed any Switzers who thought any thought that
was anything less than blind acceptance. Other foreigners who somehow wriggled their way into places of power in Switzerland, fellow
tribesmen of Jacobi and his kin, were two politicians, Bladderspritzer
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and Christusmörder, assisted by their cousins, lawyers by the names
of Sheistermeister and Fleischesser. Together, they conspired illegally (by use of bribe, threat, blackmail, and coercion) to change the
very nature of Swiss law, passing, “Anti-chimpism” and “Anti-apeite” laws, draconian in nature. The violation of these unconstitutional laws would land a law-abiding, peaceful Switzer in jail, possibly for the rest of his life (and the forfeiture of all his property), for
even voicing dissent from the “new official State version” of history,
sociology, anthropology, biology, philosophy, theology, or law, in
regard to chimpanzees and apes of other tribes and their religions.
True history must be forgotten for people to casually surrender such
a priceless and irreplaceable heritage and sovereign nation. The history books began to be changed. Daily news stories, books, movies,
and television shows, glorified apes and even brazenly declared that
the chimpanzees were the first inhabitants of Switzerland, and the
hateful Switzers came and stole the land and imposed their name
and rules upon it, oppressing the poor apes. Chimpanzee History
Month was implemented, and numerous other taxpayer-funded
“charities” that exclusively catered to the now-indolent chimpanzees, most of whom did no work: the female chimps stayed at home
watching the new Ape-rah talk show and had a new chimp baby
each year, while the male apes went on drunken crimes sprees.
It takes a very skilled sheister (and a very ignorant and trusting
“mark”, or “target”, that is “victim”) to convince a person that the 5lb. flawless diamond that he is holding is actually a worthless piece
of glass, and “just hand it over and I will dispose of it for you”. God
declared through the prophet Hosea, “My people are destroyed because they lack knowledge”. God commands us to honor and preserve our heritage, which is actually part of His Law—which is even
implied in the 5th Commandment: Honor thy father and mother. It
is not honoring to your mother or father, or your ancestors, to violate
the Commands of God (and it certainly does not honor God) and to
join with aliens and pollute the priceless heritage that your ancestors
preserved and handed down to you that had been handed to them by
God Himself. Thus, Christianity and our heritage both have to be
attacked, and the method by which that is achieved is by criminally
brainwashing the youth of the nation from childhood and teaching
them that their heritage is worthless, and that they should be ashamed
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of it, and that in order to “do penance”, they must commit racial and
national suicide; turn their nation and their bodies over to the savages, reject the Bible as a collection of fables, and become addicted
to porn and perversion of every stripe and fornicate freely with whatever happens to be in the area when the urge comes over you (living,
dead, human, animal, vegetable, or mineral—it really doesn’t matter).
Contrary to the “wonderful contribution” that the chimpanzees
were touted to make to Switzer society, the Switzer taxpayer was
soon overburdened to pay for food, housing, and health care for all
the “immi-chimps” and “apefugees”, and for all the extra police and
government departments, the cost of repairing damage and rebuilding burned down neighborhoods. Whole neighborhoods were more
like war zones; and Switzerland developed a massive “National”
debt, something they had never known. All sorts of diseases were
also on the rise, sexually transmitted, as well as others, such as hepatitis and even leprosy. On top of all this was the insult of having their
peaceful community, which had been handed down to them by their
ancestors who built the nation, carving it out of the mountains,
stripped from them and defiled. The chimps began tearing down
and desecrating monuments of Switzer national heroes, even Jean
Piaget, Carl Gustav Jung, Huldrich Zwlingli, and William Tell—
while the feckless, traitorous politicians did nothing.
As Colonial preacher in the U.S., Joel Hawes expressed, “Few
people disparage a distinguished ancestry except those who have
none of their own”. In order for the chimps to “feel better” about
themselves, the Switzers were required to abandon their heritage,
their honor, their history, their faith, their identity—and to give up
half of all the things that they worked so hard to achieve and give it
outright to the chimps. The chimps soon consumed or destroyed all
that was given to them and they then demanded more, claiming that
they had nothing and that the Switzers were “exploiting” them and
“keeping the down”. Thus, laws were passed demanding the Switzers
to again give 50% of all they owned to the apes, both personal and
business. For any Switzer to even notice that chimpanzees committed savage and brutal acts on a daily basis was itself a “hate crime”;
and those who did notice were expected to “smile and keep it to
yourself”. Funded by the same conspirators, groups arose called,
“Bonobo lives matter” and “Ape-tifa” and claimed that apes follow
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a “religion of peace” and that all the Switzers are “haters” and have
created this situation. It would really be amusing were it not so
deadly serious. It is patterned almost exactly upon the same socialist, antichristian philosophy that George Orwell would so casually
expose in his 1946 satire, Animal Farm. It followed the very same
modus operandi of all the socialists from Marx to Allinsky to Merkel.
This is considered “progress”—progress indeed for those trying
to destroy Christendom. The Switzers were told, “The old Norman
Rockwell nostalgia and picture-perfect life that you were taught once
existed is a myth that never existed”. Those Switzers who were
born and raised during this awful time in history, were raised to think
that crime, assault, riots, vandalism, terrorism, rape, murder, and such
are just a “normal” part of life and this is how life has always been.
The Switzers were now, for several generations, brainwashed from
youth in the socialist, antichrist schools and churches and programmed
with “learned helplessness” as well as false guilt. Young Switzers
were odiously taught that it was their fault that the chimpanzees “act
out” violently, as a normal and acceptable way of demonstrating
against their “oppression”. The Switzers were taught that as a form
of self-atonement, they simply need to grin and bear it and silently
accept anything that the apes do to them as just punishment that all
Switzers deserve. Of course, the subversive foreigners who were
responsible for the mass importation of the chimps, and who grew
filthy rich off the enterprise, such as Jacobi, Goldfart, and the others,
they were never mentioned as even being involved. The guilt fell on
the common Switzer who never owned nor wanted a chimp. It even
became illegal to have tiny white marshmallows float on top of a mug
of hot chocolate, as it depicted white supremacy over brown victims.
A safe, peaceful, and prosperous nation that had existed for a
millennia, was now being destroyed within a few decades. But if
that were not abhorrent and tragic enough, it is not only Switzerland that has been brainwashed to commit national suicide—but
all the nations of Europe, all the nations of Christedom. Sir
Edmund Burke, Christian Anglo-Irish statesman said, “All that
is required for evil to triumph over good is for good men to do
nothing”. However, I posit, if “good men” do nothing in the face
of such evil, then they are not really good, are they? God tells us,
“to him that knoweth to do good and doeth it not, to him it is sin”.
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— “THE CURSE CAUSELESS SHALL NOT COME” —
How did everything that was so right go so wrong? It all has the
same pathology: turning from the Truth. God’s Word is what made
all the nations of Christendom great—not merely the existence of
God’s Word, but its existence within the hearts of God’s people
that demonstrated itself in outward actions in obedience to how
God commanded us to live. The enemy of our souls did not like
that, and set out to destroy Christendom—to destroy God’s people
from off the face of the earth. The way to do this was to import, en
masse, millions and millions of Third-World aliens into
Christendom. This was a multi-purpose plan of attack.
First of all, the invasion of alien people would destroy us, in
every way (racially, spiritually, doctrinally, economically, culturally, criminally, morally). “Divide and conquer” is the age-old dictum; and well has it worked! The U.S. colonists could stand against
the world-power of England, only because at that time we were
still one people of one faith! Divide and conquer. Now society is
fragmented; it is not cohesive—it cannot stand together. Not only
do the teeming millions not share the same faith, the same values,
the same mind, the same morals, the same history, the same race—
but the majority are hell-bent on overthrowing us and taking our
entire nations from us. No one can stand up because no one knows
whom he can trust—and we are outnumbered by the aliens and the
majority of our own people have been brainwashed and would side
with the enemy. Christ prophetically said of the end times,
“a man’s foes shall be they of his own household” (Matthew 10:36).
So complete has been this perversion of society, that nearly every Christian family has been polluted with some family member
being married to alien blood, and / or defiled by homoperversion—
and the majority of the other members of such families, revealing
that they hate God, accept and embrace this perversion in their
family, which rots the family tree at the very root.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who suffered under soviet communism
in the gulags, expressed a timeless truth:
“To destroy a people you must first sever their roots”.
Marx lamented of Britain (back when Britain was functionally
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Christian—which it had been all the way back to the first century),
“England is the rock upon which every revolutionary wave is broken”.
Queen Victoria expressed:
“The Bible is the secret to Great Britain’s greatness.”
Therefore, the only solution to the antichrist enemy’s “problem” was to corrupt the people through mongrelization* and
dechristianize them through demoralization and destroying their
faith in the Word of God by Jewish professors given positions in
the highest institutions of learning and even in the church (such as
the current Herod who is Head of the entire Church of England).
Britain is no longer great, because Britain is no longer functionally
Christian—except in a vestigial sort of way; like not wanting to
euthanize grandma who is in a vegetative state in the nursing home,
but really having no affection for her; or as doctors and scientists,
for centuries believed that the appendix served no physiological
function, but was a mere “left-over” from “evolution”, as if it were
part of the “former monkey’s tail” that shrank and disappeared—
but which doctors were often hesitant to remove unless necessary,
“just in case” it actually had an important function (now it is known
that its removal increases risk of cancer by 60%—God does not
create with “left over, unneeded parts”).
[* See my, A Bolshevik Primer.]

On the other side of the pond, French historian and philosopher Alexis de Tocqueville expressed,
“America is great because America is good. If America ever ceases
to be good, she shall cease to be great.”
This obsolete greatness, likewise, was due to Christianity,
Tocqueville also expressed,
“The religious atmosphere was the first thing that struck me
upon arrival in the United States... For Americans, the idea of
Christianity and Liberty are so completely mingled that it is almost impossible to get them to conceive of one without the
other... Religion... should therefore be considered as the First of
their political institutions... from the start politics and religion
agreed, and they have not since ceased to do so.”
[It needs to be pointed out, that when our Founders, when the Puritans,
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when other learned Christians from the 1500s to 1800s used the term
“religion” in reference to the nations of Christendom, they were only referring to Christianity. They did not speak of the “spiritual” customs of
alien peoples on an equal footing. To refer to their “spiritual” ideas, one
is often hard-pressed to find an accurate term that all would understand.
Regardless, when they spoke of religion within the nations of Christendom,
in general, they spoke only of Christianity. Our God is the only God and
God commanded no other gods to be recognized or worshipped, and
no idols made to them: for there is no other god (only demons and Satan
who delude people into thinking that they are gods). “Religions” of alien
peoples were generally referred to as superstitions or paganism. Christians who modernly think that all religions have equal value and equal
right to expression in Christendom—are not Christians at all, but humanists who are deluded into thinking that they are Christians, or they are
outright conspirators pretending to be Christians.]

President Thomas Jefferson expressed,
“The Bible is the source of Liberty”.
President John Quincy Adams expressed,
“Nowhere in history is God’s hand more evident than in the
establishment of America”.
A contemporary Christian music group known as Whiteheart,
decades ago, in a song, actually had the (limited) spiritual insight
to compare America in her degenerate state, to Babylon. In the
first chorus the words go, “Go down Babylon, time has passed you
by; go down Babylon, breathe your final sigh; go down Babylon,
beware the Master’s cry; go down Babylon, all of you must die.”
In the second chorus the words switch to, “Go down America,
time has passed you by; go down American, breathe your final
sigh; go down American, beware the Master’s cry; go down
American, before your nation dies”. I do not doubt that some
ignorant, blindly patriotic “Christians” (who are quite good friends
with the world) were not happy with those lyrics. It is true: Cockroaches and other vermin scurry to hide when the light is turned
on. As I shall explain later, America (and all of Christendom) indeed has become, literally end-time Babylon, which is not only
full of every form of immorality and perversion—even glorifying
it—but which name itself means “confusion by mixing”.
Why has America fallen? —because America is no longer good;
which means that America is no longer functionally Christian: not
because it “never was Christian”, which is a lie, but because the
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majority of people that have flooded into and illegitimately been
born in the U.S. are aliens or various endless crosses with aliens
who are not and cannot be true Christians. The tares sown in among
the wheat mimic and then destroy (the tares mentioned in the Bible
are darnels, which look like wheat but are highly toxic, and not
only choke out the wheat, but can kill those who eat the tares thinking that they are wheat). This pagan invasion and counterfeit Christians and illegitimate Americans (who have watered down and
polluted and changed both Christianity and our form of government) do not invalidate our actual lawful government—such only
reveal the putrid illegitimacy of that which has supplanted that which
is true and legitimate. If a Swede is dying of malaria, it is not that
he is no longer a Swede—but that disease has taken over his body
and is winning the battle. Of those Americans who have retained
the integrity of their heritage, the majority have been brainwashed
into rejecting Christianity outright, or they have accepted a polluted, watered-down, impotent paganized, humanistic Apostate
“Christianity” instead; which means that after one or two more
generations, they will have polluted their heritage and abandoned
Christianity altogether. The only forms of “Christianity” that will
then remain are either a superstitious pagan, ignorant hierarchialmandated Catholic form like that practiced by Hispanics, or some
mystical Pentecostal anti-intellectual, non-doctrinal emotional form
such as practiced by Koreans or Africans. Every denomination
aliens enter they set out to destroy the doctrine.
Many of those who have abandoned Christianity entirely, have
done so because even though they don’t know true theology, they
realize that the multi-cultural, gender-perverse, interfaith, irrational “Christianity” spewed by the mainstream church is an abomination and they want no part in it. The lie of “Judeo-Christianity”
(the lie that Christianity and the Bible had its origin in the Jews)
has also soured their stomaches and prejudiced them against the
truth of their own heritage. But that is part of the plan of the enemy; just like the Edomite-Canaanite Pharisees (who masqueraded as Israelites) of New Testament times, they perverted the Law
of God and turned God’s people away from it! By turning entirely
from the Law of God, God’s people lived in sin and developed
their own false religions; and thus, incurred God’s Judgement.
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Many of our people today, likewise, have been fooled into abandoning Christianity completely, because of the corrupt version.
That’s as wise as burning all the money in your wallet, safe, and
bank account simply because there are counterfeit bills in circulation. Each bill, like each doctrine, must be individually examined
and the counterfeit discarded and the true kept and guarded.
The majority of those who still adhere to the corrupt form of
Christianity are not Christians; are following a false christ; are
not of God; are worshipping a false god; and they will with eagerness embrace the Antichrist.
[Note: America is “not a Christian nation” not because an African usurper
touted to be a “Constitutional scholar” declared that it was not. America
was established as a Christian nation in its very founding!—which cannot be refuted by the evidence; it can only be dismissed by those who
refuse to believe that the evidence exists and never study or discuss
it. Some ignorant Christians even claim that the U.S. is not a Christian
nation because the U.S. Constitution lacks overt Christian wording.
They engage in a strawman non sequitur either out of dishonesty or
simple crude indolent dull-mindedness. Each of the individual States
and their Constitutions were overtly Christian—and therefore, by its
very essence and nature, a confederation of those states (which is all
that the “uniting” was supposed to achieve—it was not intended to
form an autonomous Federal bureaucracy) would itself be Christian.
If you put your hand in a glove is your hand no longer a hand? If you
and 15 of your Christian friends form a soccer team team to play locally, how can that soccer team not be a Christian team? It is utterly
irrelevant whether you drew up an official charter laying out your Christian beliefs. The purpose of the team is to play soccer, not teach doctrine. Since each member is a Christian, it is understood that each
player will play by Christian principles because a Higher Law governs
his behaviour. Only if nonchristians wanted to join the team, would bylaws have to be drawn up requiring that each person on the team be a
Christian, who understands Christian doctrine and lives as God commanded and agrees to play by Christian principles to glorify God. God
did not institute the command against murder, or marrying a woman
and her sister at the same time—until such things became an issue.
The individual U.S. Colonies, the original States were Christian in their
very origin and nature; their Constitutions were overtly Christian. The
Founders did not have a crystal ball and never for a moment imagined
that Jews, Turks, Muslims, Africans, Hispanics, Orientals, and every
other race and religion and every form of perversion would one day
threaten our nation—even as you do not have a clue what will happen
250 years from now, should Christ tarry and should we survive the
“virtual-reality show” version of The Planet of the Apes for that long.
Benjamin Franklin himself suggested that before each day’s session
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of debates at the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia (where I
was born, my ancestors founding Germantown) prayers should be offered to God for His assistance. No one asked, “Which God...?” and
no one declared that doing such would “violate his rights” as an atheist
or because he was a follower of Talmudism, Shintoism, Islam, Hinduism, or voodooism! Modern liberals’ minds are defective and polluted
in addition to their being anti-intellectual, immoral, and dishonest.
It was not the Founders’ intent (or the reason for which they were
sent to Philadelphia as delegates from the States) to settle matters of
doctrine; though some were pastors and Biblical scholars, the majority
were not theologians and were not suited to such debate. They had
enough trouble agreeing on the wording of the Constitution; they would
never have settled all the questions that would have arisen for a theological statement of faith. That was not their purpose. The States
were not abolished; they retained all of their rights and their unique
identity. If 12 horses are harnessed together for one specific event,
are they no longer horses? Do they no longer have a horse spirit?
That was the intention of the Constitution, like the Pendragon of the
Welsh Silurians or the Overlord chieftain of the Saxon Heptarchy: One
chieftain was elected as a leader for times of war or internal dispute,
but beyond those very limited roles, the individual kingdoms retained
their full autonomy. So it was with the U.S. Constitution and the States.
The fact that traitors and aliens have subverted the Constitution to
change it from what our Founders intended and established does not
change what our Republic (NOT “Democracy”*) lawfully is. It only
means that they are guilty of High Treason and alien outsiders pretending to be Americans are guilty of subversion. There is no statute
of limitations on fraud, treason, or sedition.
* Our Founders specifically told us that they did not give us a democracy! Democracies are short lived because they are prone to corruption and devolve into a communist oligarchy. Any politician, educator,
journalist, or jurist who says that the U.S. is a democracy is either an
utter ignoramus or actually part of the conspiracy to destroy the Government of these United States. Next time any “authority” refers to us
as a “Democracy”—as him which he is (ignoramus or traitor).]

President John Adams also expressed,
“Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious
people. It is wholly inadequate for the government of any other”.
Again, the Bible is the only source of morality and Christianity
was the only religion in the mind of our Founders. There were no
Indian chiefs, Muslims, Buddhists, Jews, Hindus, or any other pagan at the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia—and the
Founders founded this nation for themselves, for those whom they
represented, and for their posterity. Our Constitution afforded rights
to no other people; except to the extent that if they lived in peace in
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their own villages and did not abuse Americans, they themselves
would not be abused. President John Adams, 17th U.S. Secretary
of the Navy George Bancroft, and German historian Leopold von
Ranke all expressed that without the Protestant Reformation, there
would have been no American Revolution. Many hundred more
similar testimonies could be offered.*1 The Constitution is to be
interpreted according to the spirit of the times in which it was written and the clear intent of the Founders—not according to modern
“interpretations”—those who champion new interpretations are
guilty of subversion and High Treason. The Constitution itself is
to be interpreted in light of the Common Law*2 (American Common Law derived from English Common Law which was based
upon the Law of God and codefied by Alfred “the Great” A.D. c.890).
[*1 See my series: America, Christianity, Liberty and Truth.
*2 “It [The U.S. Constitution] must be interpreted in the light of Common Law, the principles and history of which were familiarly known to
the framers of the Constitution. The language of the Constitution could
not be understood without reference to the Common Law.” (U.S. v.
Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S. 649, 18 S. Ct. 456)
“Law of the Land” means “The Common Law”. (Taylor v. Porter, 4 Hill.
140, 146 (1843) - Justice Bronson; and State v. Simon, 2 Spears 761,
767 (1884) - Justice O’Neal)
The U.S. adopted the Common Laws of England with the Constitution.
(Coldwell v. Hill, 176 S.E. 383 (1934))
“On every question of construction of the Constitution let us carry ourselves back to the time when the Constitution was adopted, recollect
the spirit manifested in the debates, and instead of trying what meaning may be squeezed out of the text, or invented against it, conform to
the probable one in which it was passed.” —Thomas Jefferson]

Furthermore, the peoples of Christendom are the very people
of God.* The Jews are not the Israelites of the Bible; they are the
Edomite-Canaanites who invaded the Land of Israel and eventually supplanted the true Israelites and assumed their identity—
even as they are doing in all of the nation of Christendom; and
they are the ones spearheading every conspiracy to destroy us.
[* See: Uncovering the Mysteries of Your Hidden Inheritance, God’s Chosen People: Who Is? — Who Isn’t?, and Are You An Anti-Semite?.]

God commanded His people to be completely separate from all
other peoples, because we are not the same and we did not all
descend (much less “evolve”) from a common ancestor. God said
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that He separated His people from other peoples even as He separated clean animals from unclean animals. Sheep and pigs do not
share a common ancestor. God separated them in the very act of
creation in creating them as separate and distinct, unreleated species. Fresh water and salt water do not issue forth from the same
fountain (spring, or artisian well). God made everything after its
own kind and forbade crossing. Simply because God created everything does not give everything the same purpose or status. God
created chimpanzees, but they are not His children. Even as all do
not share a common origin, all do not share a common destiny.
God thus commanded, in the New Testament (quoting the Old),
“Come out from among them and be ye separate and touch
[join] not the unclean thing [people] and ye shall [continue to]
be My sons and daughters [indeed]”.
Nebulous “things” is not what is being discussed—but people!
People is what the passage in II Corinthians 6 (and Isaiah 52) is
talking about. God commands, “be separate”; the Apostate Church
and godless government and communism says, “amalgamate”.
Babylon means “confusion by mixing”. Babylon represents the
godless mongrelized world and God has nothing favorable to say
about it. If you don’t know Christ’s Voice or reject His Doctrine
and Commands you are not His sheep.
Secondly, God commanded that we remain separate from all
other peoples (which our people did for millennia—millennia—
and during that time we were prosperous and safe and our nations experienced their Golden Ages when we obeyed God*).
For us to begin amalgamating is sin—it is tantamount to murder,
since we were created in God’s Image (and that murder, whether
outright or through the genocidal amalgamation of God’s people
with alien peoples is a destruction of that Image—and such are
bastards / mongrels).
Scripture tells us that if we regard iniquity in our hearts God
will not hear our prayers—and that our prayers are even an abomination to Him if we turn our ear from His Law (and God said that
if we forgot His Law He would forget our children—and that is
why our children are being destroyed now: This is the last generation!). However, the modern false prophets, the modern pied
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pipers not merely of Hamlin, but of all Christendom, have deluded
the flock of God with the abominable, anti-intellectual lie that God
abolished His Law and that we don’t need to obey His Law. This is
the perfect mind / soul heist! —but not merely of individual souls,
but of all of Christendom! because as goes the people so goes the
nation. If Christians think that God abolished His Law, then they
are in sin, but don’t know it. They don’t think that they have done
anything to warrant God’s Wrath, therefore, they don’t realize their
need to repent or ask forgiveness. Until that happens, God will not
hear their prayers or bless them—or deliver us.
[* Even animals obey the boundaries that God established—except the
bucks, bulls, rams, roosters, male dogs and cats (basically anything
with testosterone) when they are in rut and baser instincts take over—
when that occurs, “temporary insanity” may explain (but not condone)
such actions, and they may even hump a tree, a fence post, or your leg;
but it is not natural; their hormones have short-circuited their brains, and
they don’t even know what they are doing. Humans cannot claim such
an excuse, for God created us with an intellect far higher than the animal kindgom, and He gave us His Law so that we are without excuse.
Ignorance and custom are no excuse. A man may go to a bar and run
up a tab and deludedly think that he will never have to pay for all those
years of drinks, simply because the owner has never presented a bill to
him; but that does not mean that a bill will not be forthcoming. God is a
meticulous bookkeeper. It does not matter how many generations your
family has not been obeying what God commanded. That does not
change the perpetuity, force, or reality of God’s Law; it merely demonstrates your guilt. There is no doubt that when hormones are flooding
the body temptation is greater; but that does not lesson moral culpability
or responsibility. For millennia the crossing of the races was considered
an abomination—because God declared it so and because in their very
nature all creatures know that it is wrong. The only ones who don’t
believe it to be wrong are those who are mixed, and they have homicidal
hostility toward those who aren’t and think that everyone should commit
racial suicide to make them feel better about themselves. Since the
mingled peoples are in the majority in Christendom and in militant ascendancy, that means that those who are not mixed are “Public Enemy
Number One”. Now, in the modern age, the two greatest crimes in the
eyes of the world are: 1. being against interracial marriage / integration;
and 2. being against homoperversion. God declared a curse on those
who would call evil “good” and good “evil”. That characterizes, indicts,
and condemns the modern world—including the modern church.]

Do you want to take a wild guess why our nations are not
experiencing their Golden Ages any more? Why is crime rampant? Why is political corruption considered “normal”? Why
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are perversions of every shape, form, and flavor considered, “natural” and lifestyle “choices” and legislatively protected? (even
though in all of our nations, for centuries—and even millennia
for our older nations—such perverse immorality and mental disturbance would have been executed or driven from the nation).
Why do politicians casually commit crimes that if the average
citizen committed would result in his imprisonment or execution? Why are we in gargantuan, astronomical, unpayable debt?
Even if we were able to actually work out a payment schedule—
and force the politicians to stick to Constitutional bare-bones
budget or any overage of bills would come out of their own paychecks or be charged to their personal credit cards—and even if
we could faithfully pay the amount due every month for the next
500 years, the so-called U.S. “National” Debt can never be paid
off. We can’t even pay the interest on the debt.
[See Appendix A.]

Jesus said that His sheep know His Voice and follow [obey]
Him and that they will not follow the voice of a stranger. Christ
said, “Think not that I am come to destroy, the Law, I am not
come to destroy the Law.... not one jot or tittle shall pass from the
Law”. Why then are the majority of “Christians” following the
voice of a stranger? —only because they are not Christ’s sheep
(or they are terribly deceived and hopefully one day will have
their eyes opened and be granted repentance unto the
acknowledgement of the truth, otherwise, they will be revealed
to have been goats and not sheep). The Law was never abolished. Salvation was never the result of keeping the Law. No
amount of not sinning can “un-sin” sinned sin. The Law is God’s
Moral Code, His “House Rules” that He expects His children to
obey “throughout all your generations forever” (and if you violate what God commands and God does not severely discipline
you, God says that you are not His son, but a bastard).
God’s Law contains all that we need to know in our relation to
Him and to our kinsmen. God’s Law is a mere 613 laws or so, all
given for our good; yet most “Christians” think that it is “too burdensome” (even though many are “common sense” that most civilized people with a conscience do naturally anyway). On the other
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hand, those same “Christians” neurotically goose-step to hundreds
of thousands*1 of unconstitutional laws heaped upon us by corrupt, renegade politicians to enslave us and enrich themselves.
When asked why, they declare that God commands us to. That is
quite ironic that God expects us to obey evil men but not Himself!
But that is a spurious interpretation and twisting of God’s Word.*2
[*1 Federal “law” alone occupies over 17-feet of shelf space of 34 volumes, written in six to seven point print. God’s Law fits in the palm of your hand.
Those who think that God’s Law was abolished and that it is “oppressive” don’t even know God and God has sent them strong delusion so
that they believe a lie so that they fill up the measure of God’s Wrath. I
have given my life to learn and teach God’s Word. I have written over
100 books; many 300-800 pages. Those who do not avail themselves
of these books and learn will have no excuse before God on the Day of
Judgment; turn off the tv (it does not contain any information that will
help you on the Day of Judgement; it does not contain any information
that will help save our people from the coming chaos). Those “Christians” who do and say nothing when they see evil raise its vile ugly head
in their family, neighborhood, church, community, nation deny Christ!
Confessing Christ is not merely saying in your heart, “Jesus, I believe in
You”. Faith without works is dead (that is, it is not faith). Scripture tells
us that the demons themselves believe—and even tremble. But it will
not save them. Most “Christians” don’t even tremble. Confessing Christ
is not merely saying “yes” if someone asks if you are a Christian. It
means being a follower of Christ and standing up for what Christ would
have stood up for and rebuking what Christ would have rebuked. Morality never changes. Sin never becomes “non-sin”; evil never becomes
good; darkness never becomes light; immorality never becomes morality; abominations never become “wonderfully wholesome, normal, natural lifestyle choices”. What God declared to be sin and abominations
3,500 years ago still are today and always will be. The modern Christian
church is the Harlot Church and is the Apostate Church. It is Antichrist.
Christ would condemn political corruption, the teaching of lies and perversion in school and church, multi-culturalism, homoperversion, interfaith, and the violation of all that God commanded. Those who think
otherwise are humanists who don’t know God and are not Christians.
They will hear, “I never knew you”, because they live in lawlessness, not
knowing Christ’s Voice, and they deny Christ each time that they sin and
each time that they don’t stand up to evil right in their face. Those who
are ashamed of Christ, Christ declares that He will be ashamed of them.
You are a shameful son if your father is holy and righteous and you are
embarrassed of what he believes and stands for and commands. You
are a shameful son if you apologize to others for what your father and
your family believe. Christ nowhere taught tolerance. No other gods!
Give not that which is holy to the dogs (or chimpanzees) and cast not
pearls before swine (or chimpanzees) lest they turn and trample and
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rend you. This is what has happened to Christendom.
*2 See, The War Between the Children of Light and the Powers of Darkess.]

Nowhere does Scripture say that God abolished His Law.
Those who think that the Bible says such are terribly confused or
agents of Satan to lead and keep God’s people in sin. Christ bore
our judgment for us and the curse of the Law was abolished—the
penalty: the death sentence that was against us (“the soul that
sinneth shall die”). The method for temporary atonement (blood
sacrifices) was not “abolished” either—Christ, the Perfect Lamb
of God was the Eternal Sacrifice for us, and His Death replaced
the sacrificial system, it did not abolish it. However, the Law of
God Itself was unchanged. If the Law of God was abolished
there was no need for Christ to die and no need for anyone to
repent of or be saved from anything. Where there is no law there
is no crime or penalty.
The epistles of John were the last books of the Bible to be
written—even after the Book of Revelation. John not only mentions nothing about the Law being abolished (I guess he “did not
get the memo”), but he wrote that “sin is transgression of the
Law” and that if a man says that he knows God and does not keep
His Commandments he is a liar (that is, he does not even know
God) and the Truth (Christ Jesus, the Way the Truth, and the Life;
and the Holy Spirit of Truth) is not in him. Throughout the epistles
John also talks of repentance from and forgiveness for sin; but if
there is no Law, there can be no sin and there can be nothing to
repent of or be forgiven for. Christ said that not one jot or tittle
would pass from the Law. John himself wrote in the Book of
Revelation that the only ones who would survive the coming
Wrath of the end times will be those who have the Faith / Testimony of Christ Jesus and who keep the Commandments / Law of
God. Christ Himelf said that on the Day of Judgment, many who
thought that they were “good Christians”, doing “wonderful things
in His Name” will hear Christ declare, “Depart from Me ye that
work iniquity, I never knew you”. However, this word should
not be translated iniquity; it is the Greek word anomos, meaning
“no law”, and thus should be rendered, “lawlessness”. God even
said in the Book of Hebrews (quoting Jeremiah) that God would
write His Law upon the hearts of His people. Why would God
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write on the hearts of His people that which He was going to
abolish? That makes as much sense as a teenage boy getting his
girlfriend’s name tatooed on his chest even though he plans on
breaking up with her next week. Christ kept God’s Law perfectly to set the example for us. Why set the example if the Law
was to be abolished? God is not the one confused.
Works, keeping the Law, bearing fruit, walking in Christ, being obedient (all synonyms) do not save, but are evidence that
one has been saved because he resultantly walks in newness of
life as God commanded: We are saved unto good works which
God before ordained that we should walk in them: God commanded, “This is the Way, walk ye in it... turn not to the left hand
or the right... do all that I have commanded thee”.
Obeying your father does not make you his child—it establishes you as an honorable son whom the father will bless and
who will inherit of the father. If a father tells his 5-year old, “No
playing in the mud”; if the child rebels, the father disciplines
him, washes him, gives him clean clothes, and tells him that he
loves him—and upon the child’s repentance, confession and asking forgiveness, the child is restored to the father’s good graces.
But answer me this: Is the law against playing in the mud abolished because the child is forgiven? Of course not—but that is
the anti-intellectual, anti-christ nonsense that the majority of
“Christians” believe. God is Immutable and Holy and Perfect.
He commanded, “Be holy as I am Holy”. That Standard of Holiness for us cannot change, or we cannot be Holy as He is Holy
and that Standard of Holiness for Him does not change because
He is Immutable and Perfect. We are to bear His Image and Likeness and reflect His Glory. The Law is a sign that we are His
children; not the lawless alien children who have crept into the
neighborhood. Again, if you violate God’s Law and He does not
chasten you, you are not His son but a bastard!
Thus, to recap point number two, if God’s people are in sin,
but don’t realize it because they believe that God abolished His
Law (even though Christ Jesus said that He did not), they cannot
repent because they don’t realize that they are in sin; because
they are in unrepentant, unconfessed sin, God will not hear their
prayers, nor will He deliver them, but instead send them more of
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the evil that they lusted after as Judgment until it either kills them
or they repent. This is the current fate of all of Christendom that
hangs over us like the Sword of Damocles.
Thirdly, and finally as pertains to our discussion, this plan of
the Third World invasion, multi-culturalism, homoperversion, and
interfaith confusion has been implemented for a much higher reason. God promised to preserve a remnant—not of merely any
people—but of His very people. If Satan can pollute all of God’s
people to the point that no pure remnant exists (and Christ said
unless God draws short those Days of Wrath, no flesh [that is the
pure remnant] would survive) then God will have failed in His
Promise. If God can fail in any one area, then theoretically He is
not the PERFECT, OMNIPOTENT, OMNISCIENT, IMMUTABLE God that
He declared Himself to be (and thus, He is not TRUE either).
If God thus fails to preserve a remnant, Satan will then take that
one failure as hope that he can eventually defeat and dethrone God
entirely; and thus he will renew with vigor his war against God.
But for now, Satan knows if he can utterly mongrelize the bride of
Christ, then Christ will have no bride to return to. Christ will not
have a bride not of His Own Choosing (His own pure people) thrust
upon Him. God will not entertain bastards in His Nursery or at His
Table and “pretend” that they are His children (especially when
some are the children of His sworn enemy). Biblical adoption is
not bringing aliens into the family of God which God forbade.
Biblical adoption pertaineth only to God’s people (whom He commanded to be separate from all other people, even commanding
His people perodically to divorce all alien wives and send them
and all children by them away forever). Biblical adoption or “sonplacing” refers to a minor child coming of age to a place of responsibility and adulthood; or it refers to the re-instatement of a formerly disgraced son back into a place of honor (as Christ’s Parable
of the Prodigal clearly portrays). Those who adopt aliens into their
family help destroy Christendom—help pollute the bride of Christ;
help murder God’s children. The fact that the “adoptive” parents
“love” those children whom they adopted and brought into their
family is utterly irrevelant. All those alien women whom God commanded His people to divorce, I have no doubt that those men who
unlawfully married them, loved those alien women. I am certain
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that homosexuals and pedaphiles “love” people of their own gender and young children. Love beyond the boundaries that God
established is not love, but sin. Just because you have become
addicted to a sin because it is so powerful and just because you
have engaged in it long term, God will not give you a “free pass”
for rebellion and immorality. Those who refuse to repent and obey
show that Christ and God is not their “Lord”. Lord means “sovereign, emperor, ruler, boss, master”—the one whom you obey; the
one whom you worship and submit to. Those who do not submit
to and obey God, God does not accept their worship and they do
not love Him. Jesus said if you love Me keep My Commandments. Jesus said if you keep My Commandments ye shall abide
in My Love even as I have kept My Father’s Commandments and
abide in His Love. Jesus had no commandments of His own. He
obeyed God’s and commanded us to obey them also.
Satan’s goal is to corrupt everything that God created. We see
this plan in action with hybrid and GMO crops and animals (people
don’t even know all the abominations that are taking place*1)—
and with all races—and all races did not descend from a common
ancestor.*2 Adam and Eve were the parents only of God’s
people—the peoples of Christendom; and all races did not descend from Adam and Eve and neither did all races descend from
Noah’s three sons.
[*1 Moth genes are being spliced into tomatoes; pig genes into chickens; goats into salmon. They are playing Dr. Frankenstein. Highly
toxic chemicals (Roundup) are being spliced into all the DNA food crops
even though it has been proven that such chemicals cause tumors
and all sorts of organ damage.
*2 See: The Creation of Man in Genesis 1 and 2 and Kind Unto Kind.]

The Church of God has become the Harlot of Revelation, committing fornication with all the nations of the earth. What had
been “a city set on a hill”—Christendom—has degenerated into
Babylon (“confusion by mixing”). Communism teaches, “One
race, one religion, one creed” (one world)—God commands,
“Come out from among them and be ye separate”.
“Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils [demons], and the hold of every foul spirit, and a
cage of every unclean and hateful bird.” (Revelation 18:2)
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That pretty much describes Christendom. It of course describes
the rest of the world too; however, the difference is that the Third
World nations have always been like that (except when under
Colonial rule) but Christendom had not formerly been so polluted with hateful aliens. Christendom has only been reduced to
such a state in the past few decades, in earnest; though it began
50 to 100 years ago by slow means in the importation of aliens
and their corruption and pagan ways.
God is sending forth a flood of aliens as never before. We are
seeing fulfilled before our very eyes (Revelation 12:15) the Dragon
/ Serpent vomiting forth a flood out of his mouth to drown the woman
and her child (God’s people). Revelation tells us that the waters
upon which the harlot sits are peoples. Scripture also tells us,
“Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she made all
nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication.” (Revelation 14:8)
Revelation 17:2; 18:3,9 also say that all the kings of the earth
have committed fornication with this harlot (the Apostate Church).
The kings, of course, lead their people to likewise.
The Book of Hebrews in the New Testament calls Esau a “fornicator and profane person”. What was his sin? He married two
women outside the race—Canaanites whom God cursed. His descendents became the Edomites, the very worst enemies of God’s
people—and they still are to this day; except that they masquerade
as if they are God’s people themselves and they are the very ones
who are spearheading the destruction of Christendom. Esau means,
“red” and it is no coincidence that the Jewish Bolsheviks chose
the name of “Reds”—and they painted Russia and Eastern Europe red with the blood of the saints of God—between 66 and
180 million they exterminated.* Esau’s unlawful out-of-kind marriages define one type of fornication / adultery (adulteration). Also,
the Greek word translated profane person actually means, “one
who crosses a threshold”—and Esau did that, out of God’s family
into the family of God’s enemies.
[* See my, A Bolshevik Primer. See also: The Human Cost of Soviet
Communism and The Secret Holocaust.]

We are also seeing the fulfillment of the Last Kingdom of this
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earth as portrayed in the Book of Daniel in Nebuchadnezzar’s vision of the Great Image, whose feet were made of iron mingled
with clay—which represents integration. Every formerly great
empire fell for the same reason (see Myron Fagan’s booklet, How
the Greatest White Nations... and professor Pendell’s Why Civilizations Self-Destruct). Iron and clay are not cohesive. They
cannot bond or hold together. The feet support the weight of the
entire statue. Christ, in disgust of the evil degeneracy, will strike
the feet, they will crumble, the statue will fall, and 6,000 years of
history and civilization will come to an end. The wicked shall be
judged, Satan and his demons shall be bound for 1,000 years, and
Christ will establish the Millennial Kingdom of Peace here on earth.
Diversity is not our strength. It is a myth. It is a lie. It is
communist, Antichrist propaganda. Diversity is our demise. Diversity is not recognized, let alone “championed” in any sane or
moral area of life. Does a Kentucky Derby champion breeder breed
common work horses, ponies, and donkeys into the bloodlines of
his stock? Does a millionaire buy crappy stock along with sound
stock? Does the builder of a skyscraper mix styrafoam, cork, straw,
and dog poo into his concrete? Does anyone mix a little gasoline
and propane into the fire extinguisher chemicals? Do movie producers hire crappy actors to act along side of the top dollar actors?
Do battleship or fighterjet manufacturers mix wood and glass into
the steel alloy? Does a surgeon mix a little bacteria and virus into
the patient’s incision before he sows him back up? The reprehensible odious lie of diversity being our strength is used as a mantra
only to destroy us. No. Purity is our strength. Obedience to God
is our strength. ALL of our nations were STRONG, safe, godly,
moral, prosperous when we were the ONLY people in our nations;
the only ones in charge; the overwhelming majority. The only way
that this lie can be sustained is if people under the age of 50 don’t
have a clue what life was like in the early 1900s or earlier. Modern
minds are perverted against the truth. If they were to watch an
older black and white or early color t.v. sitcom or drama they would
be bored to death—no sexual innuendoes, nudity, sexual promiscuity; no violent profanity, no wanton killing, detailed mutilations,
terrorism; no corruption, scandalism, or propaganda as “business
as usual no need to raise an eyebrow”; no insulting Christ or white
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people, no homoperverts and no aliens. THAT was prosperity,
peace—LIFE! Those shows may not have been overtly Christian,
even secular minded, but they were not perverse or antichristian.
[A few examples: Leave it to Beaver; Courtship of Eddy’s Father; My Three
Sons; Hazel; Gilligan’s Island; Wild, Wild West, Black Sheep Squadron;
Family Affair; Gunsmoke; Wanted Dead or Alive; Adam 12; Get Smart;
Dennis the Menace; Lost in Space; Green Acres; Mr. Ed; Maybury RFD;
the Beverly Hillbillies; Bonanza; and for younger children, Mr. Rogers and
Captain Kangaroo. The cartoons were not perverse or violent either (The
Jetsons; The Flintstones). THESE were the REAL America. Many more
could be listed (that’s just a few off the top of my head). This is how life
was. Peaceful. Quiet. Respectful. Endearing. Moral. Safe. Clean.
Homogeneous. Nonperverted. Incorrupt. Even the war, western, and
police shows were quiet and moral in tone.]

Satan is trying to destroy God’s people and has nearly succeeded.
Christ said:
“And except those days should be shortened, there should no
flesh [of the elect] be saved [preserved, “survive”]: but for the
elect’s sake those days shall be shortened” (Matthew 24:22).
Christ rhetorically queried “when the Son of man cometh, shall
He find faith on the earth?” (Luke 8:18)
Faith is not a free-floating phenomena. It exists solely within
the elect of God’s people. The implication of “will there be faith
still upon the earth” is that it will come close to all of God’s people
being exterminated in the Dragon’s last-ditch effort to destroy
Christ’s bride / God’s children. Satan knows that his time is running short and that is why the invasion of the Third World and the
homo-invasion has been kicked into warp speed. In fact, as I explained earlier, the antichrist world thinks that the worst evil of
which a person can be guilty is holding faithfully to the traditional,
moral Christian values that were the hallmark of Christendom for
centuries—including racial purity and gender purity, without which,
there would have been no Christendom. All that would have existed was the Third World chaos and oppression that now characterizes former Christendom, as well as the rest of the world. Christ
even said, “yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will
think that he doeth God service” (John 16:2).
We are the bargaining chips for the highest stakes gamble* in
the history of the universe That is why the entire Third World is
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invading all of Christendom to destroy us: first by mongrelizing
us out of existence and outright killing us in daily crime, which
people with brainwashed minds consider “normal”—and eventually through outright mass genocide. The removing of Confederate and other monuments is a prelude to genocide: If our war dead
don’t matter in our own nation—we don’t matter. It is blatant!
[* This analogy is used in a very limited sense. It is a gamble in Satan’s
mind, for he has no other choice. It certainly is no gamble for God,
who is Omnipotent and Omniscient and Who has determined all things
and who is True and cannot fail.]

God commanded us to be separate from all other peoples. The
children of Satan among us have subverted church and state and
against the will of our nations, imported the Third World, by conspiracy, for 100 years slowly, until they gained critical mass; and
now they are swamping our nations full force. We are a like a ship
that has taken on so much water there is no way that it can be
salvaged. It is going down. The aliens are not flooding our nation
because they “want to learn of our God” or because they “love
Jesus”. They are flocking as vultures following a dying animal
ready to drop. They are flocking to the kill and to the feast.
God commanded us to be separate. Instead of obeying Him,
not only have we not been separate, but we have helped the entire
Third World to reproduce and done good unto them and sought
their prosperity in violation of what God commanded. God commanded, “No other gods” and we have allowed the aliens to set
up tens of thousands of pagan temples polluting our nation coast
to coast.” And most “Christians” think it is their “right”. They
are vomitous and that is what Christ shall do—spew them out of
His Mouth showing they have no place in Him. The majority of
“Christians” are joining with the enemy helping to destroy
Christendom, helping to destroy God’s children. And most “Christians” think it’s wonderful to commit national suicide and let everything their ancestors labored centuries to build, to be turned
over to the savages to be destroyed. How wonderful! Such Christians do not even know God and God does not know them.
Furthermore, in our nations, we have illegally, unconstitutionally, unbiblically allowed traitors at the helm of our government to
declare aliens “equals” and have given them equal rights and al38

lowed them to vote and be elected to public office and then, change
our nations into the very kind of nation from which they fled! Yes,
the alleged “refugees” and “assylum seekers” are such fools that
instead of being content to be second class “guests” with no rights,
but more priviledges and a better life than they had in their own
nations—demand the right to destroy our nation and turn it into the
very type of hell-hole from which they fled! Parasites are mindless. They feed off the host until it dies, with no thought of what
they will do when there are no more hosts left. They will simply
parasitize each other, as they have for millennia, before we opened
our nations to them. We have glorified them and put them on a
pedestal, so in essence, God has said to us, “You want aliens...?
I’LL GIVE YOU ALIENS...!” The sinful Israelites lusted after
meat (though they never repented of their sins and humbled themselves and simply asked God for meat—the problem was their attitude—they murmured, complained, mutinied, chided, mocked,
and doubted). God then sent them quail 3-feet deep and 3-days’
journey on any side of their camp (imagine the noise, the frenetic
flapping feathers stirring up dust and dander and feces)—and they
ate so much, gorging themselves for weeks, that it came out their
noses (probably from vomiting) and they soon loathed it! God is
doing the same now to Christendom. Even as God told His sinful
people 2,500 years ago, who also sinned by embracing the heathen
and learning their ways,
“24Wherefore I will bring the worst of the heathen, and they shall
possess their houses: I will also make the pomp of the strong to
cease; and their holy places shall be defiled. 25Destruction cometh;
and they shall seek peace, and there shall be none.” (Ezekiel 7)
When will “Christians” realize that what they have been doing ain’t workin’! The world just grows more evil and evil and
our once safe, peaceful, prosperous, moral, Christian nations become more violent, corrupt, antichristian, indebted, and perverse.
“Be not deceived, God is not mocked, for whatsoever a man
soweth that shall he also reap.”
“The curse causeless shall not come.”
“Be sure your sin will find you out.”
Fools and conspirators will believe that the problem is anything
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other than the obvious thing. Disobedience to God...? nah, that
can’t be it. Maybe it is Global Warming, or Global Cooling; maybe
it is our anti-perspirant? Maybe a monarch butterfly is flapping his
wings too hard in Argentina? Maybe its voodoo. That is... that is
the reaction of those who actually admit there is a problem. Many
others, those deepest in delusion or in the conspiracy, think everything is just fine, and they think that the Titanic is the Queen Mary
and the Love Boat rolled into one and we are having a ‘Gay Old
Time’ and things have never been better and if all the previous
centuries could see us they would be green with envy! But, if
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and our Founding Fathers
who gave their all to give us freedom, met up with Abraham Lincoln, they would not give him a pat on the back, but a slap in the
face before they put his head in a noose; and while his legs were
dangling in the air one of them could have asked him, “So, Abe,
ole buddy, tell us again, exactly how long should a man’s legs be...?”
The majority of God’s people say and do nothing; which is the
sign of a dying creature with no will left to live*—and a sign that
they are not of God; that they are spiritually dead.
[* The aliens themselves see this and even mock us publicly, telling us
that they will take our nation from us since we are no longer men, have
no will to fight or live, and say, “Don’t worry, if you don’t want to reproduce with your wives, we will take your wives and daughters and we
will reproduce with them”. And yet we say and do nothing. Politicians
need to be FORCED to obey the Law—not what they have perverted it
into, but what our Founders established it to be; and if they will not,
they should be tried for High Treason. Politicians need IMMEDIATELY
TO STOP ALL WELFARE. STOP ALL SUBSIDIES, GRANTS, AND
GOVERNMENT FUNDING OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR. STOP ALL
FOREIGN AID. EXECUTE ALL THIRD WORLD ALIENS WHO COMMIT CRIME IN OUR NATIONS and begin deporting all aliens, regardless how many generations were born here—there is no statute of
limitations on fraud. They arrived by fraud and they were granted citizenship by fraud and by subversive politicians through subversive acts
under “color of law” while supposedly “serving the nation”—and nothing they have done is lawful. Everything that they have done is void ab
initio. No action, right, or obligation can arise out of fraud, conspiracy,
or treason. That which is good cannot come from that which is evil.
That which is lawful cannot come from that which is illegal. BRING
ALL OUR TROOPS HOME FROM ALL FOREIGN NATIONS. Those
things will be a good start. Next would be for Donald Trump to write
one singular Executive Order—abolishing all previous and future Ex40

ecutive Orders. Then, liquidate 95% of all government departments,
offices, jobs, and services. Restore the Puritan Work Ethic and the
Principles of the Reformation upon which this nation was founded.

“Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any
people.” (Proverbs 14:34)
“When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice: but when
the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn.” (Proverbs 29:2)
Joseph de Maistre expressed,

“Every nation has the government that it deserves”.
You reap what you sow. If God’s people in Christendom want a righteous government—they themselves first have to repent before God,
confess their sins, and obey what God commanded.]

God has sent strong delusion so that those claiming to be “Christians” believe a lie. God has sent a spirit of fear and cowardice so
that they do nothing—deludedly thinking there is a rapture,* when
there is not. If people on a sinking ship or on a desert island realize
that there is no rescue ship coming, or if a small platoon on a hill,
with the enemy advancing, realize that the extraction helicopter is
not coming, they certainly will act differently. Christians need to
wake up. God requires faithfulness and obedience.
[* See my, A Futurist and Rapture Conspiracy. ]

God is separating the chaff from His wheat and this is the final
winnowing process. God is culling His flock, killing off the diseased of His herd (and all stray animals that do not bear His Brand)
until the only ones who are left are those who are repenting. Some
may think that is “unfair”. Think whatever you like, it does not change
reality. God did not consult you when He ordered His universe after
the Counsel of His Own Will and for His Own Good Pleasure.
“The earth is the Lord’s and the fulness thereof, the world and
all they who dwell therein.”
“All the souls are Mine.”
Reality operates upon God’s terms. Man can believe whatever deluded notion that he wishes to believe, but it does not
change reality. God is Supreme. He is Master of His universe,
and none can resist Him. He has ordered all things and they are
sure—they are reality and all things have actually already happened just as He determined; it just takes us, in our time and
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space, a little while to catch up with reality.
Why should God deliver us from what we are willing to tolerate? Now, if God has a plan to save peoples other than His own—
it certainly will not include those who are invading Christendom
attempting to destroy us and take our nations from us, attempting
to breed God’s people out of existence, perpetrating genocide by
murder or intermarriage upon God’s people.
“the Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take
it by force.” (Matthew 11:12)
“Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that entereth not by the door
into the sheepfold, but climbeth up some other way, the same is
a thief and a robber.” (John 10:1)
God will rouse Himself as a Lion to defend us and He says so in
quite graphic language (see Isaiah 34). Christ is returning, not to
“secretly spirit us away”—but as a Lion to avenge and deliver His
bride and to destroy the wicked. The only hope that anyone has is
to repent of his sins* and throw himself upon the Mercy of the
High Court of Heaven. No one has any say in their own birth or
who their ancestors were. God decides all. Even if you are outside
God’s Covenant and not His people, your only hope is submitting
to Him and the role in which He placed you, turn from your sins,
confess your sins, ask God to forgive you—not join with the rest of
the baboons trying to rape, pillage, murder, and overthrow
Christendom. If you don’t denounce them publicly, then you support them. Silence is construed as consent. When it is on such a
paramount moral issue, there is no forgiveness for silence.
[* —which actually entails knowing what sin is. Sin hasn’t changed; it’s
recorded clearly in the first 5 books of the Bible; which were not abolished. Repentance isn’t “a warm fuzzy feeling” any more than having
warm fuzzy feelings about paying your monthly bills replaces actually
paying them. There can be no repentance without knowing what you
are repenting of—actually repenting of it, confessing it, asking for forgiveness, and then beginning to do what was commanded. Those
who are forgiven are to “Go and sin no more”.]

However, there is a breath of hope.
God promised that, at some point in time after the Dragon /
Serpent has spewed forth a flood to drown the woman and her
child (God’s true people) that He would cause the earth to help the
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woman and cause the earth to receive the flood. This does not
mean that God will remove every last wicked person. Imagine a
toilet overflowing. The immediate need is to contain the excess
and stop the overflow. It will be like the eye of the storm; a brief
respite until the onslaught of the final fury. How will God do this?
First of all, God will not do it until enough of His people repent of their sins—and their chiefest sin is thinking that they are
not guilty before God and that everyone else is the problem. They
think that because they don’t murder anyone that God has no
reason to be mad at them. However, there are sins of omission
and sins of commission. To leave undone what God commanded
to be done is just as much sin as to do what He forbade. To see
others around you sinning and to say nothing makes you an accomplice in their sin. Sinful “Christians” choose not to comprehend this. “Christians” need to stop trying to think with their
carnal minds as if they created the universe, and read, accept, and
remember that God makes all the rules and things are as He has
decreed them to be, not as humans wish them to be. Man imagines that just because he does not think that a law of God “seems”
necessary to man in his ignorance (such as the dietary laws or the
Sabbath) that therefore those laws are not important and don’t
count. Christ said not one jot or tittle (what part of that do “Christians” not understand?); to think otherwise is antichrist. To think
otherwise shows that you don’t know Christ’s Voice. Christ, God
cannot lie and cannot “change His Mind” and cannot contradict
Himself. “I am the LORD, I change not; therefore ye sons of
Jacob are not consumed” (Malachi 3:6). The specific context is
that God will not violate His Covenant and utterly forsake His
sinful people—and His Law is part of that Covenant! not for salvation, but the Moral Standard that sets us apart as His people!
But those who refuse to obey show they are not regenerate, and
are unconverted (though they think that they are “Christians”)—
and it is those whom God will cull out of His flock.
Man’s mind needs to be renewed. Most Christians have no
concept of the HOLINESS of God. Most Christians are carnal and
think egocentrically; not from God’s perspective. The average
person thinks that he is healthy because he compares himself to
those who are sicker than himself, not to those who are more
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healthy—and certainly not to an Olympic athlete. Christians do
this in regard to sin also. It is easy in today’s polluted society to
find someone more sinful to which to compare yourself. But that
is not what God does and that is not a fair assessment. God will
not judge on the Bell Curve. The Standard to which God commanded that we compare ourselves is His Law and Christ Who
kept it in every single point: Who was tempted in all areas even as
we are—yet without sin. God said that when we commit certain
sins, and do things that He forbade (such as eating unclean animals, joining with unclean—that is “alien” people, commit fornication, adultery, homo-perversion) we pollute ourselves and defile
ourselves. And what does God say that He will do to such?—
“If any man defile the temple of God, Him shall God destroy;
for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are.” (I
Corinthians 3:17)
God will not join Himself to one who is defiled or polluted,
because He is Holy. He will not cleanse those who wallow in the
mire (feces and urine) of the pig-stye and refuse to repent, who
deludedly think it is chocolate pudding. Such will be cast into
everlasting fire. God is Holy. God is Sovereign. Man’s only
valid response is to submit to God and repent of violating what
He forbade. To do otherwise shows that His Spirit is not in such
a person. If truly converted, the Holy Spirit renews the mind and
gives the desire and power to obey God. “Walk in the Spirit and
ye shall not fulfill the lusts of the flesh”. What are the lusts of the
flesh? —the violation of all that God commanded. “Thou shalt
not!” and “This shalt thou do”... “This is the Way, walk ye in it”.
Repentance entails turning from what God forbade, confessing sin, asking for forgiveness, and then turning to do what was
commanded. Anything less is a humanistic pseudo-spiritual delusion. Works do not save; they are the by-product of salvation.
If there are no works, no obedience to what God commanded
(which Christ also called “fruit”) in a person’s life, there is no
Divine Life in such a person. Where no fruit is evident the Holy
Spirit is not Resident. The Ten Commandments are not merely
10 individual laws, but 10 Categories of law under which the
entire Law of God is organized. The Law was not abolished;
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rather, “Christians” subconsciously think that they abolished God.
With the spirit of Jezebel, as women modernly divorce their husbands (something not permitted in God’s Word), thinking that
they are then “free” of his authority, so also have modern “Christians” divorced Christ, thinking that they are free from His Law.
If a woman has been divorced from her husband, she is free to
marry again—but she can never return to that divorced husband,
even if the current husband died. God calls that an abomination.
If the woman is not lawfully divorced, but living in whoredom,
she can repent and her husband forgive and receive her again; but
for a woman to continue casually in whoredom thinking that her
husband is there as a golden parachute to take her back once she
has destroyed her life, being oblivious to her destroying his life
too, shows utter depravity and unregeneracy of mind and it is
quite possible that she will never repent because she is not of
God. So it is with most Christians. Every tree is known by its
fruit—what it currently and consistently bears; not the fruit that
it “plans on”, “one day”, “some time in the future”, bearing—
entertaining fantasies of future repentance. If there is no repentance, the Pearl of Great Price is esteemed to be a piece of garbage. God has sent such delusion so that a person does not repent. God clearly declared that He has blinded the eyes, shut the
ears, hearts, and minds, and stiffened the necks of all so that they
would not see, hear, believe, repent, or be saved—and God opens
only the ears, eyes, hearts, and minds of the elect of His people to
repent and believe unto salvation.
[See my Ten Commandments for Youth, What’s Keeping God From Delivering America, Britain, and Europe from Destruction?, So, You Call
Yourself A Christian..., and Calling the Remnant of Christendom...; Kind
Unto Kind, Races in Chaos, and my Sacred Truth Expository Commentary series and Apologetic Exposition series which clear up nearly every
“contradiction” people think are in the Scriptures. Does God Repent?
and Uncovering the Mysteries... are also foundational. Ye shall know the
truth and the truth shall set you free. When you finally realize that you’ve
been on the wrong road and that you are lost, it’s time to get back on the
right road—especially since the road that you are on has a washed-out
bridge (with a 100 foot drop to the canyon below) up ahead and visibility
is about 40 feet due to heavy fog and you are travelling at 70 mph.]

Finally, God will cause the earth to receive the excess of this
Satanic Third-World flood, this mud tsunami, once His repentant
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people actually ask Him to. Again, why should God deliver us
from what we are willing to tolerate? God commanded us to hate
evil. Those who refuse to will die by the hand of the very evil they
refused to hate as God commanded. Every single day, many times
a day, for about 5 years now, I have prayed and continue to pray:
“God pour out Your Holy Spirit upon Your people and convict
them with the knowledge of sin and their utter guilt; grant them
the Spirit of repentance so that You can hear their prayers—and
pour out Your Wrath and send a pestilence on the rest. You created the vessels of wrath to destroy them, and You made all things
for Yourself, for Your own Purpose and Your Own Good Pleasure,
even the wicked for the Day of Evil (Judgment). So please fulfill
their purpose. Destroy them, for they are polluting the world and
destroying Your people. Pour out Your Wrath and send a pestilence upon all those who are not Your people, upon all those who
hate You, upon all those who hate Your children, upon all those
trying to destroy Your people and steal and pollute Christendom:
the antichrists, aliens, mingled people, the homoperverts, the evolutionists, the atheists, the corrupt politicians and Big Business
and wealthy oligarchs. Give me at least the firstfruits of my prayers
of faith claiming the Promises of Your Word. If any of those vile
people can repent and be converted, then please convert them
and put Your fear in them to accept the reality and the morality
that you decreed and the role that You established for them; but if
not, then destroy them from off the face of the world forever—
they and their entire families if they are evil and hate You and are
not ordained unto life. Blot out their memory from under Heaven.”
Christ said, “If two of you shall agree on earth as touching
anything, it shall be done of My Father Who is in Heaven”. Does
anyone agree with me? Let me know. How can two be in agreement as pertains to this Promise unless they know that they are in
agreement? They cannot. God calls us to concerted, united prayer.
Understand, all the evil that has befallen Christendom did not
happen overnight; even as someone who finds out that he has cancer should realize that the cancer did not magically invade his body
overnight. Long-term sin bears long-term consequences. A garden overgrown with weeds, neglected for years, will not de-weed
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itself, and won’t be weeded in a day (and the roots and seeds of the
weeds will continue to come up even after they appear to have
been uprooted). Thus, Christ also gave the parable of the woman
before the unjust judge. It is not that God does not hear our prayers,
but the more-precious things that we desire take dedication and
perseverence; the powers of darkness need to be rebuked; and most
importantly, we need to continue in faith to demonstrate singlemindedness, like Jacob who clung to Christ, declared, “I cannot let
Thee go except Thou bless me”. Those who offer a few casual
prayers and go on about their merry life have not been touched and
are still clueless. This is a matter of life or death for all of
Christendom—of all civilization and freedom: life itself. Those
who care will stop watching a bunch of alien criminals play with a
ball; stop watching movies and t.v. and stop listening to music that
blasphemes God and glorifies man and glorifies perversion—which
is nearly 100% of everything that the secular world has to offer.
Stop supporting athletes and celebrities who are antichrists, perverts, criminals, socialists, and destroyers of Christendom who
support antichrist causes with the money you give them. You cannot simply “ignore” or “overlook” the filth that they produce, deceiving yourself that they have a few good songs, or some merit in
their movie, or are good athletes—you support their immoral
lifestyle and immoral agenda and participate in their blasphemy
and wickedness by watching and supporting them. God will not
hear prayers from such a heart. God will only hear the prayers
from His child who realizes that all such filth is a moral sewer and
an affront to a Holy God and that such filth has no place in the life
of a child of God. God will only hear the prayers from His child
who eschews evil and repents of sin and clings to the horns of the
altar and will not let go until delivered or until he expires there.
Understand, the enemy has so overpopulated their own nations
as a result of our sin, that their own nations (without a good famine
or tribal war) cannot contain them. God forbade us to love or help
those who hate Him—even if our very brethren. God said if we
even bid “God speed” (any well wish or blessing) to our kinsmen
who reject Christ and true doctrine (which teaches that the way we
show our love to God is by obeying all that He commanded) that
we are partakers in their evil! How much greater then, in God’s
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Eyes, is our sin of helping aliens and savages and antichrists whom
God forbade us to have any dealings? One of the godliest kings of
Judah, Josiah, died because he ignored God’s Commands—and
even the direct word of Pharaoh himself, who spoke what God
ordained for him to speak (II Chronicles 35:21); when Josiah went
out against Pharaoh and his army in a fight that did not involve
him; when Pharaoh went to war against Carchemish in Syria.
God said that we were not to intermarry with aliens—neither
are we to fellowship with them. God commanded us to be separate and forbade us to seek their peace or prosperity forever!—
what does that leave room for? That pretty much covers everything. God forbade us to make treaties with them. God commanded,
“No other gods”. God commanded us to be separate. Yet we allowed our corrupt, treasonous politicians to send our money (hundreds of billions of dollars) to help over 100 antichrist alien nations, annually, and help them additionally during so-called “natural” disasters, famine, drought, disease, and we have even sent them
military weapons and sent our men to die on their soil fighting
their wars for them. Because we did all this—“Shouldest thou
help the ungodly and do good unto them that hate the Lord, therefore there is Wrath upon you from before the Lord”—we sinned
against God and upset the natural balance that God instituted in
nature. Because of our sin (“you reap what you sow”) these alien
peoples have so prospered that they have overpopulated their own
nations and now are flooding into ours to take ours from us and
even on their way in they are raping and killing, vandalizing, looting, and leaving a trail of garbage a thousand miles long. The
corrupt treasonous politicians and mindless or conspiratorial liberals parrot the idiotic mantra that “we are all immigrants from somewhere” and “they have just as much right as we do” — and all such
notions are LIES. No. All immigrants are not the same. No. Aliens
have no right to our nations. No. Disease does not have just as
much right to my body as the healthy cells. Everything these
subverters of Christendom speak is a lie. Stop listening to them.
Arrest them and try and convict and sentence them for High Treason and if you still have the will to live then fight, like a trout in the
water trying to dislodge a parasite; fight like a bull not laying down
for the pack of wolves. God commanded,
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“Have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness but
rebuke them!”
“he that knoweth to do good* and doeth it not to him it is sin.”
[* Goodness is defined by God in His Word—not by the perverse notions of godless men. Christ said that on the Day of Judgment, many
“Christians” who thought that they were doing “wonderful works” in
Christ’s name will hear— “Depart from Me ye that work lawlessness I
never knew you”.]

“Whatsoever is not of faith is sin.”
[Faith is not a “good feeling” or an “imagination” subjective to each
individual. Faith is based upon the facts, the Doctrine, the Commands
of the Word of God. Anything less is humanism.]

“He that does not provide for his own house has denied the
faith and is worse than an infidel.”
Christ commanded, “Occupy till I come”. In this parable Christ
uses a Greek word translated occupy that means, “busy yourself”.
With what are we to busy ourselves? —obeying all that God commanded, seeking out the lost sheep, while having no fellowship with
the unfruitful works of darkness but rebuking them! even as Christ
would! In order to be about our Father’s Business until Christ returns, there is one thing that the remnant has to do first—survive!
Why should God deliver us from what we are willing to tolerate?
Why should God deliver us from evil if we don’t hate it as He commanded? —if we are content to tolerate it, ignore it, look the other
way, accept it as part of our family, hold hands with it. You do not
hate evil if you say, like so many mindless, emotionally confused,
anti-intellectual “Christians” might say to someone who is
homopervert, “I love you, but I cannot have fellowship with you. I
wish you all the best”. One Christian woman who made the news,
who had a florist shop, would not arrange the flowers for the wedding for a homopervert customer to whom she had sold flowers for
many years. She even gave him a hug and cried and wished him all
the best and happiness! This woman does not love Christ, because
she does not know Christ; because she loves evil, but understands
on some level that she cannot fellowship with it. Love is not hate.
“Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship
of the world is enmity with God? whosoever therefore will be a
friend of the world is the enemy of God.” (James 4:4)
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We have been outnumbered in our own nations in the English
and Celtic speaking world—and the rest of Christendom in Europe is taking on water from the flood far faster than we did. We
are less than 10% here in the U.S. Anyone who does not realize
that has his head in the sand or does not realize the difference
between a horse, a mule, a donkey, or a warthog. The media has
been brainwashing our people for at least 75 years. Initially, they
“cherry picked” lighter-colored mixed-blooded individuals who
had more-refined features and used them in advertisements, movies, commercials, billboards, sitcoms, tv shows, news shows,
comic books, literature illustrations, etc.—and then eventually
plastered blatant pictures of aliens and a myrid of crosses and
mixed marriages or couples (even now with homoperverts) all
over society where you cannot even turn around in public (or on
the internet) without seeing aliens and unidentifiable crosses or
perverts on every box of cereal, advertisements for water, gasoline, hamburgers, computers, diapers—anything! The brainwashing has been so continual and replete and so successful that the
average person thinks that mixed-blooded, pasty mocha, wireyhaired people are Caucasian. Most blacks probably think if you
are not as dark as Idi Amin then you are white (that seems to be
the only explanation, since Hispanics, Jews, Iraqis, Iranians, Syrians, Greeks, Hindus, Turks, Arabs and all possible crosses are
usually lumped together as “white”: “Brown, it’s the new white”).
No one has a choice to whom he is born or what race he is—but
all can submit to God’s Plan and not be part of the flood that is trying
to destroy Christendom (—including by amalgamation, integration).
God said that He set the bounds of the people. All do not descend
from Adam (the Hebrew word Adam means, “to turn rosy, to flush,
blush, show blood in the face”; Sarah was fair; Abraham’s cousin
Laban’s name means “white”; David and his sons were ruddy and
fair). God forbade his people to marry outside the race and commanded complete segregation—the only aliens in the Land of Israel
during the period of the kings were those Canaanites whom the Israelites had not been able to (or did not bother to) drive out.
Multiculturalism is Antichrist. It is Babylon. It is confusion. It is an
abomination. Christians who embrace it are not of God.
The problem is so overwhelming that most people cannot deal
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with it and shut down and live in denial. The problem is a global
racial tsunami of unprecendent proportions, 150 feet tall, travelling
at 500 mph, 3,000 miles wide, heading straight for Christendom.
The problem is that several hundred million hyenas and vultures are
hastening to the kill, but is compounded by the fact that several hundred million others are already here! How do you prevent the gates
being opened to the millions of barbarians on the outside when there
are millions of barbarians on the inside fighting you to open the
gates? Christendom is the Alamo and Custer’s Last Stand rolled
into one—and most Christians think that the savages will honor the
rules of civilized warfare and that God wants us to love them! We
are completely outnumbered. The majority of our own people are
brainwashed and will side with the enemy; no one can even tell whom
he can trust. The majority of our people would crucify Christ again
if He returned meekly as a lamb and again began teaching Doctrine
and speaking against evil. But He is not going to return as a lamb but
as a Lion. And He will not return for a rebellious bride unwilling to
submit herself to His Rule. Such will be shut out of the Kingdom.
Christ will declare to the holy angels upon His Return, “Bring all
those Mine enemies who would not that I rule over them and slay
them before Me”. God’s people need to realize the extent of the
situation and be shaken free from their selfish delusion, slumber,
day dream, fantasy—and like the Prodigal, realize that he is face
down in the feces, having been brought so low that all he can do is
look up in repentance and shame and cry out for deliverance. The
problem is so gargantuan that it dwarfs any who step out of the matrix and actually try to look at reality.
The only thing that can deliver us is a pestilence—of Bubonic
proportions, like that which devestated Europe, killing 2/3 of the
entire population from the Black Death; and which also ravaged
Asia. We cannot defend ourselves from such overwhelming numbers of aliens—but God can send a pestilence in a wave, as He
often did in the Old Testament. God is in complete control of
every single electron in the universe. He preserved Daniel in the
lion’s den. He preserved Noah and his family in the ark. He
preserved the Israelites in the Land of Goshen while the plagues
fell on and devestated Egypt all around them. He preserved
Hananiah, Azariah, and Mishael in the fiery furnace—and they
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had not even the smell of smoke upon them; although the guards
who escorted them to the top entrance to the furnace died from
the heat. God preserved those Israelites amidst the waves of pestilence in the Old Testament in the wilderness, while the wicked
were taken in death—and Aaron who made atonement stood between the living and the dead!
[Again, there is no rapture. If you think that you have a “Rapture ticket”,
sell it and buy my The Futurist and Rapture Conspiracy, and learn
what the Bible says. As in the days of Noah, so shall it be when the
Son of man returns. Noah didn’t go anywhere. The wicked were outside the ark, “and the flood came and took them all away”. God shall
not suffer the righteous to be moved. Occupy till I come (which we
cannot do if we are not here). As in the days of Noah—eating, drinking, marrying... there is nothing wrong with those activities, so clearly
they were eating, drinking, marrying in complete violation of all the
boundaries that God had established and all that He had commanded.
The majority of modern “Christians” will fit right in! Here comes the
flood! But it won’t be water. Water would be more merciful.]

God can preserve His people through a pestilence like the Black
Death—but He will not preserve those of His people who refuse
to come out from among them and be separate; He will not preserve those who love the wicked world and who want to be friends
with it. He will not preserve those fools—those preachers and
evangelists and pastors who are pastoring the swine and the dogs
in among the flock of God! God will not preserve those wicked
pastors who encourage the Master’s children to breed on top of
the table with the dogs, thinking that the Master will be so pleased
when He returns. God will not preserve those wicked preachers
and teachers and those who follow them, the blind leading the
blind, who think that we are supposed to try to “witness to” and
“evangelize” the flood that the Dragon / Serpent has spewed out
of his mouth to destroy us. God commanded us to be separate;
not to love His enemies, not to love those who are not His people
who are trying to destroy us. God will preserve those who repent
of their sin, turn from it, and turn to obedience to God and ask
God to save His people and send a pestilence on the rest.
A pestilence would be the earth helping the woman to receive
the flood. How so? When God sends a pestilence most often He
works through the natural laws of the universe on planet earth
that He decreed. The disease will come from the earth itself. In
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a pestilence, many thousands, millions will drop. Their carcases
rot, are eaten by vultures, vermin, scavengers, insects. The scavengers then poop out the remains, it rains; the poop is absorbed by
the earth. Mystery solved. God send a pestilence. Pour out Your
Holy Spirit and bring Your people to repentance... bring every
last person on earth to repentance too, if that is Your Will; but
send a pestilence on the wicked whom you have not ordained
unto life—and make it a good one and please make haste and
send it now so not one single more of Your children will be assaulted, raped, murdered, homoperverted, evolutionized, atheized,
demoralized, communized, mongrelized, and turned against You!
Save our family! We ask in Christ Jesus, Yehoshua’s Name!
Here is the Pestilence Psalm to go with the Pestilence Prayer
(about 6 pages back):
Psalm 91
1
“ He that dwelleth in the Secret Place [obedience] of the Most
High shall abide under the Shadow of the Almighty.
2
I will say of the LORD, He is my Refuge and my Fortress: my
God; in Him will I trust.
3
Surely He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and
from the noisome pestilence.
4
He shall cover thee with His Feathers, and under His Wings
shalt thou trust: His Truth shall be thy Shield and Buckler.
5
Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the
arrow that flieth by day;
6
Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness; nor for the
destruction that wasteth at noonday.
7
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right
hand; but it shall not come nigh thee.
8
Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of
the wicked.
9
Because thou hast made the LORD, which is my Refuge, even
the Most High, thy habitation;
10
There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come
nigh thy dwelling.
11
For He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all
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thy ways.
12
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot
against a stone.
13
Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and
the dragon shalt thou trample under feet.
14
[Saith the Lord] Because he hath set his love upon Me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he hath
known My Name.
15
He shall call upon Me, and I will answer him: I will be with
him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honour him.
16
With long life will I satisfy him, and show him My salvation.”
Prayer is not a magical incantation to be chanted—it is talking
to, communicating with God. Bible passages like Psalm 91 or
the Lord’s Prayer are not magical incantations to be chanted—
they are literal Promises that God has given to us that we are to
believe and claim!
“Prepare to meet thy God.” (Amos 4:12)
The only preparation is complete repentance. God commanded
us how to live and informed us of all the blessings of obedience
and all the curses for disobedience, rebellion, “doing your own
thing”, “being a free spirit”, “expressing your individualism”, “just
being you”.
[See Appendix B.]

Come out! Separate yourself. Repent. Join with me in New
Goshen. Pray for God to send His Holy Spirit upon His people to
convict them and bring them to repentance and send a pestilence
on all the rest! —corrupt politicians and their handlers especially,
but with a healthy dose of lingering, unimaginable suffering.
“4And I heard another voice from Heaven, saying, ‘Come out of
her, My people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye
receive not of her plagues. 5For her sins have reached unto
Heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities. 6Reward her
even as she rewarded you, and double* unto her double* according to her works: in the cup which she hath filled fill to her
double.” (Revelation 18) [* is that quadruple? —works for me!]
“25And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the
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stars; and upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the
sea and the waves roaring; 26Men’s hearts failing them for fear, and
for looking after those things which are coming on the earth: for
the powers of heaven shall be shaken. 27And then shall they see
the Son of man coming in a cloud with Power and great glory.
28
And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and
lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh.” (Luke 21)
Before the Appendices, in keeping with our Swiss theme with
which we started (and I have a goodly amount of prominent Swiss
blood from my Pennsylvania Dutch ancestors), I now present two
pages from a book that I reprinted several years ago by one of
Switzerland’s most-famous sons: Huldrich Zwingli. God raised
up Zwingli, in Switzerland, at the same time that He raised up
Martin Luther (a cousin of mine) in Germany. Zwingli and Luther
were both incredible men and anyone who cares about Christendom
must read of the lives and doctrine of the Reformers. We have lost
the true Reformed faith because its history and doctrine and the
Reformers are no longer taught. Thus, since the majority of “Christians” have never heard true doctrine (and when they hear it, they
will resist it) and mainstream “Christianity” has been so perverted
there is hardly a drop of true Doctrine left in the toxic ecumenical
homeopathic spiritual slushee that is served up by the modern church
and its authors. [See also my Does God Repent? which gives the
history and doctrine and exposes the modern errors.] We have lost
freedom itself, since the history and doctrine of the American Revolution is no longer taught (public schools begin teaching U.S. history at the Civil War—teaching them of subjugation and the AllPowerful Federalist State and how to be good slaves; ironically,
merely trading one form of slavery for another with the addition of
real oppression). Even 25 years ago it was reported from a survey
that more children recognized the face of Freddy Kruger (a criminal in a slasher-horror movie) than George Washington. Furthermore, our Founders and the Puritans are denigrated as gun-toting,
racist, fearful, rapacious haters. THAT is a HATE CRIME. Without actually knowing the details of our precious heritage, our faith,
and form of government—and all that it cost to secure it for us,
there is no way that it can be truly appreciated, and therefore, there
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is no way that it can be preserved.
[See: Here I Stand and Twelve Reformation Heroes; see the DVD awardwinning movie Martin Luther available, which give an excellent presentation, but which are only a tiny piece of the story. See also Foxe’s Book
of Martyrs and The Story of the Light That Never Went Out, The Puritans and Pilgrim Fathers, and Stories of Great Revivals. See also Faith
& Freedom; Christianity & The Constitution; American Political Writing
During the Founding Era; Political Sermons of the American Founding
Era; and the DVD award-winning movie A More Perfect Union: America
Becomes Nation. Email for a much-larger list of titles.]

“Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are
ready to die...” (Revelation 3:2)
“Where there is no vision, the people perish...” (Proverbs 29:18)
Switzerland was not ruled by a central government (the way
that the U.S. was supposed to be—independent states) but consisted of autonomous cantons. Zwingli had been called by one of
the most prominent cantons, Zurich, to be its pastor. He then
slowly and tactfully opposed all false Romanist teaching and superstitions. The papacy and its paid instigators stirred up trouble
against Zwingli, and it eventually came to a head in a military
attack. Zwingli, before he was fully converted in his own mind,
had actually been forced to serve as chaplain in the pope’s mercenary wars utilizing Swiss armies, because the Swiss revered
him, even as a young scholar and minister. Zwingli eventually
repented of that and preached against mercenary involvement in
other nations’ wars—especially the papacy’s. And thus we enter
this short narrative:
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[pp. 161,162 of The Mountain Boy of Wildhaus: A Life of Ulric Zwingli
(1884) Rev. David van Horne, D.D., 192pp., 16.50 + P&H.]
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— Appendices —
Appendix A
By the way, the so-called U.S. “National Debt” is not the debt
of the nation or the legitimate people; it is the individual debt of
corrupt politicians who illegally took the people’s credit card and
went on a weekend spending spree that lasted 100 years and they
are still going—spending unconstitutionally, without authorization,
and thus each expenditure is a crime and their personal debt; and
it is the personal debt of all their accomplices to whom they have
given disbursements: foreign governments, third world aliens and
their illegimate offspring in this nation, farmers who have been
fooled into taking subsidies, people living on welfare, government
grants, unpaid loans, all government employees, businesses that
accept government funding, etc., all of whom think that they are
getting a “free ride”. No. That “national” debt is theirs.
Regardless, the debt can never be paid off because it does not
exist. Nothing of real substance was loaned, therefore, nothing of
real substance needs to be repaid. Furthermore, even if it was real
(and not a criminal act of fraud—and no action or obligation arises
out of fraud) it could not be paid off. When the so-called “National”
debt of the U.S. was $20 TRILLION, I did the calculations and the
math and $20 TRILLION in $1 Eisenhower coins (which were popular in the 70s) would reach to the moon in not just 1 stack, but in 100
stacks. $1 TRILLION more, as the debt now approaches $21 TRILLION, I imagine that makes 5 more stacks. Those coins, in order to
have any real value, are supposed to be SILVER (which they are not;
corrupt politicians continued to rob our currency of all real precious
metal, to enrich themselves and hide their fraud). Tell me, do you
think that there is enough silver on planet earth to mint that many
coins that would reach to the moon in 105 stacks? If those 105
stacks of coins were 99.9% silver (as the Constitution requires them
to be), then with silver today at $15.35 / oz. would constitute “only”
6.84 stacks to the moon. While that is significantly less, do you
think that much silver exists on earth? (keep in mind, this is just the
pseudo-National Debt of the U.S., all the other nations are in similar
debt). Realize that the 29,029 foot-high (nearly 5.5 miles) Mount
Everest (which currently grows far slower than the “National” debt)
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is barely a pimple on the surface of the globe! It is 238,900 miles
(1.26 billion feet / 15.143 billion inches, rounded off) from the earth
to the moon (one single, one-way trip). The earth is 24,901 miles in
circumference. The earth’s core is molten magma and 3/4 of the
surface is covered with water. We know that precious metals are
called “precious” metals, because they are not common. All the
gold that has ever been refined on earth would only constitute a solid
cube of 65.5 feet or which would fill 60 tractor trailer trucks; or
152,000 metric tons (35,274 ounces in a metric ton). Do you really
think that there is enough gold and silver on earth to reach to the
moon in 6.84 stacks of .999 pure coin? However, the international
bankers did not loan silver or gold—they don’t have that much.
The combined alleged world debt is reputed to be $63 TRILLION dollars (a full three times the alleged, spurious, mythical socalled, U.S. “National” Debt). Tell me this, if there is not enough
gold and silver in existence to reach to the moon in 20.52 stacks (for
the so-called “world” debt) how was that much wealth actually loaned
to anyone? Now, if this is not enough to get people thinking, then
realize that these so-called “National” debts do not include the individual debts of persons in those nations. The estimated personal
debt of individuals (not counting the so-called “National” debts) in
the U.S. in just credit cards alone is over $1.3 TRILLION. It is
estimated that the average U.S. household (whatever number that
means) carries $137,000 in debt (and the median household annual
income is just $59,039 / year and all taxes around 50% and about 3%
inflation / devaluation of the dollar—and on top of that add the “interest” in that $137,000 debt). Out of about 320 million persons in
the U.S., if we divide by 8 and consider only 40 million “households” that amounts to $5.5 TRILLION dollars. One statistic says
that there are 126.22 million households in the U.S. (quite high in
my opinion). That means a total of $16.5 TRILLION of personal
debt (3 times higher than my conservative estimate). The same figures are most probably to be found in other nations.
The antichrist, communist element that has taken over the mind
and soul of the nations of Christendom has certainly trained its
slaves to be good slaves and think only of “bondage” (even affectionately, as the only natural and normal mode of life) and never
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about freedom*. The average person does not even have a clue
about what freedom actually is—and they think that they are free.
They must think that “freedom” means being able to choose whether
to eat at McDonalds or Burger King for dinner. They don’t realize what freedom was in the 1700s, 1800s. No overbearing government. No bureaucracy. No endless laws, regulations, fines.
No income tax (which did not exist until 1861*—and even then it
was a pittance). The average person is trained from childhood to
bury himself in such vast amounts of personal debt, to the point he
will never see the light of day. When you are buried alive by such
massive personal debt, there is no room in the cramped brain, about
to shut down from stress overload, to even begin to think about the
so-called “national” debt or the loss of freedom or the invasion of
the Third World. Corrupt politicians continue to raise taxes and at
the same time counterfeit (that’s what the government does) more
money, making the little bit of money that people actually have
become worth less and less (when the government counterfeits,
printing more worthless paper and coining more worthless coin it
devalues the money that you have; it is a hidden “tax”, if it can be
called that—in reality it is outright theft; even as if you backed a
truck up to someone’s house and took 3% of what they own; or
hacked into their bank account and took 3%, or picked their pocket
and took 3% from their wallet—every year).
[* Thanks to the Civil War which enslaved everyone. But it was only 3%
on incomes over $800; which today would mean incomes over $52,600.]

If that is not bad enough the politicians spend more and more and
throw massive amounts of U.S. taxpayer money (or rather, money
that does not exist that will just be added to the so-called U.S. “National” debt) around the globe as if it was confetti and it was New
Year’s Day. The U.S. dollar today is worth .03 cents of what it was
in 1910. The coins were stripped of nearly all value decades ago; it
almost costs more to mint each coin than the small value of real
precious or semi-precious metal that they contain (which is called
waste—so just “put it on the tab”). So, add this $5.5 TRILLION
(my highly conservative) estimate of personal debt in the U.S. and
triple it to reflect the likely personal world debt, and we arrive at
about another 5 stacks of gold / silver coin to the moon. Does anyone not see the fraud? How can anyone have actually “loaned” to
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individuals and governments about $80 TRILLION dollars that do
not exist and never did...? Answer me then: Can people be expected
morally to pay back something that never existed and that was never
loaned? Can people be expected morally to pay back a debt for
services they never requested or received? Can anyone lawfully bill
you for a meal at a restaurant that you neither ordered nor ate? —
that’s what corrupt politicians do. Who are the corrupt politicians?
—all of them! paying themselves salaries, health care, other benefits, expense accounts, and pensions fit for royalty, while they stick
the people with debt for services never rendered and services that
are Constitutionally illegal for the government to be involved in—
while tossing money around to aliens as if candy at a circus. The
only lawful expenditure of U.S. taxpayer money is to pay for services to those very taxpayers themselves (and to no one else) for
services that they actually want and cannot provide for themselves
(like national defense and the nation’s roads and bridges). Everything else is the job of the private sector (including insurance and
pensions, if people want them) and for the government to encroach
into the private sector is a criminal act on the part of the politicians.
How can people be expected to act like financial supermen
and violate the laws of physics and reality in order to pay “back”
something that was never loaned and does not even exist? Even
if men could fuction as economic superheroes—there is no reason to because the entire “National” debt is based upon a cluster
of frauds! Understand, so-called “National” Debts are one of the
powerful tools used to cripple nations into submission; to cripple
them to the point that they collapse and fall; and then the vultures
take over, after the national carcase can’t even muster the strength
to fight the vultures off and die in peace.
[Hint: The modern term “developing nation” is a euphemism for “Third
World”.* Stand back and let them “evolve”; why should we violate the
most foundational law of the Religion of Evolution: Survival of the Fittest / Natural Selection...? —which liberal socialist antichrists who claim
to believe in evolution violate at every turn! (showing they don’t actually believe in evolution).
* —even as the modern term, “sociopath” was coined as a euphemism
for “psychopaths” so that psychopaths (who have no conscience) would
not have their feelings hurt; and to also false guilt trip society into thinking that society is to blame for the deviant, defective soul. Likewise,
prisoners are now called “inmates”—what a happy euphemism: It sounds
respectable, like sailor or a room mate at college or summer camp.]
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Appendix B
I would rather have not used up several pages to list these entire
chapters (Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28), which can easily be
found and read elsewhere. However, if I did not produce them
here, many people may never read them; even those with good
intentions. Time is of the essence. Life is so fast-paced and complicated, it is easy to neglect all the things that you intend to do. So
I hope each reader will take the time to read—reflectively, the two
following chapters. For many (if not most) it will be the first time.
However, it should be a yearly occurance to read through the entire
Bible. All it takes is a few minutes in the morning. George Mueller
read the Bible over 200 times in his lifetime... in addition to all of
his other duties (if you don’t know who he was, shame on you!
See his Autobiography; it will be one of the most-incredible books
you will ever read). Please read both full chapters (beginning on
the next page), in their entirety, pensively. There are many things
contained therein that should jump out and grab your attention.
“1Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat
of the scornful. 2But his delight is in the Law of the LORD; and
in His Law doth he meditate day and night. 3And he shall be
like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his
fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever
he doeth shall prosper.” (Psalm 1)
“1As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth my soul
after Thee, O God. 2My soul thirsteth for God, for the Living
God...” (Psalm 42)
“9Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way? by taking
heed thereto according to Thy Word. 10With my whole heart
have I sought Thee: O let me not wander from Thy Commandments. 11Thy Word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not
sin against Thee.” (Psalm 119)
“23Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know
my thoughts: 24And see if there be any wicked way in me, and
lead me in the Way Everlasting.” (Psalm 139)
[Is it any wonder that David was called “a man after the Lord’s Own
Heart”? How can you expect to be similarly as honorable without following in his footsteps? —footsteps ordained and commanded by God.]
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Leviticus 26
Ye shall make you no idols nor graven image, neither rear you up
a standing image, neither shall ye set up any image of stone in
your land, to bow down unto it: for I am the LORD your God.
2
Ye shall keep my sabbaths, and reverence my sanctuary: I am the
LORD.
3
If ye walk in my statutes, and keep my commandments, and do
them;
4
Then I will give you rain in due season, and the land shall yield
her increase, and the trees of the field shall yield their fruit.
5
And your threshing shall reach unto the vintage, and the vintage
shall reach unto the sowing time: and ye shall eat your bread to
the full, and dwell in your land safely.
6
And I will give peace in the land, and ye shall lie down, and none
shall make you afraid: and I will rid evil beasts out of the land,
neither shall the sword go through your land.
7
And ye shall chase your enemies, and they shall fall before you by
the sword.
8
And five of you shall chase an hundred, and an hundred of you
shall put ten thousand to flight: and your enemies shall fall before
you by the sword.
9
For I will have respect unto you, and make you fruitful, and
multiply you, and establish my covenant with you.
10
And ye shall eat old store, and bring forth the old because of the
new.
11
And I will set my tabernacle among you: and my soul shall not
abhor you.
12
And I will walk among you, and will be your God, and ye shall
be my people.
13
I am the LORD your God, which brought you forth out of the
land of Egypt, that ye should not be their bondmen; and I have
broken the bands of your yoke, and made you go upright.
14
But if ye will not hearken unto me, and will not do all these
commandments;
1
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15

And if ye shall despise my statutes, or if your soul abhor my
judgments, so that ye will not do all my commandments, but that
ye break my covenant:
16
I also will do this unto you; I will even appoint over you terror,
consumption, and the burning ague, that shall consume the eyes,
and cause sorrow of heart: and ye shall sow your seed in vain, for
your enemies shall eat it.
17
And I will set my face against you, and ye shall be slain before
your enemies: they that hate you shall reign over you; and ye shall
flee when none pursueth you.
18
And if ye will not yet for all this hearken unto me, then I will
punish you seven times more for your sins.
19
And I will break the pride of your power; and I will make your
heaven as iron, and your earth as brass:
20
And your strength shall be spent in vain: for your land shall not
yield her increase, neither shall the trees of the land yield their
fruits.
21
And if ye walk contrary unto me, and will not hearken unto me;
I will bring seven times more plagues upon you according to your
sins.
22
I will also send wild beasts among you, which shall rob you of
your children, and destroy your cattle, and make you few in number; and your high ways shall be desolate.
23
And if ye will not be reformed by me by these things, but will
walk contrary unto me;
24
Then will I also walk contrary unto you, and will punish you yet
seven times for your sins.
25
And I will bring a sword upon you, that shall avenge the quarrel
of my covenant: and when ye are gathered together within your
cities, I will send the pestilence among you; and ye shall be delivered into the hand of the enemy.
26
And when I have broken the staff of your bread, ten women
shall bake your bread in one oven, and they shall deliver you your
bread again by weight: and ye shall eat, and not be satisfied.
27
And if ye will not for all this hearken unto me, but walk con64

trary unto me;
28
Then I will walk contrary unto you also in fury; and I, even I,
will chastise you seven times for your sins.
29
And ye shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the flesh of your
daughters shall ye eat.
30
And I will destroy your high places, and cut down your images,
and cast your carcases upon the carcases of your idols, and my
soul shall abhor you.
31
And I will make your cities waste, and bring your sanctuaries
unto desolation, and I will not smell the savour of your sweet
odours.
32
And I will bring the land into desolation: and your enemies which
dwell therein shall be astonished at it.
33
And I will scatter you among the heathen, and will draw out a
sword after you: and your land shall be desolate, and your cities
waste.
34
Then shall the land enjoy her sabbaths, as long as it lieth desolate, and ye be in your enemies’ land; even then shall the land rest,
and enjoy her sabbaths.
35
As long as it lieth desolate it shall rest; because it did not rest in
your sabbaths, when ye dwelt upon it.
36
And upon them that are left alive of you I will send a faintness
into their hearts in the lands of their enemies; and the sound of a
shaken leaf shall chase them; and they shall flee, as fleeing from a
sword; and they shall fall when none pursueth.
37
And they shall fall one upon another, as it were before a sword,
when none pursueth: and ye shall have no power to stand before
your enemies.
38
And ye shall perish among the heathen, and the land of your
enemies shall eat you up.
39
And they that are left of you shall pine away in their iniquity in
your enemies’ lands; and also in the iniquities of their fathers shall
they pine away with them.
40
If they shall confess their iniquity, and the iniquity of their fathers, with their trespass which they trespassed against me, and
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that also they have walked contrary unto me;
And that I also have walked contrary unto them, and have
brought them into the land of their enemies; if then their uncircumcised hearts be humbled, and they then accept of the punishment of their iniquity:
42
Then will I remember my covenant with Jacob, and also my
covenant with Isaac, and also my covenant with Abraham will I
remember; and I will remember the land.
43
The land also shall be left of them, and shall enjoy her sabbaths,
while she lieth desolate without them: and they shall accept of the
punishment of their iniquity: because, even because they despised
my judgments, and because their soul abhorred my statutes.
44
And yet for all that, when they be in the land of their enemies, I
will not cast them away, neither will I abhor them, to destroy
them utterly, and to break my covenant with them: for I am the
LORD their God.
45
But I will for their sakes remember the covenant of their ancestors, whom I brought forth out of the land of Egypt in the sight
of the heathen, that I might be their God: I am the LORD.
46
These are the statutes and judgments and laws, which the LORD
made between him and the children of Israel in mount Sinai by
the hand of Moses.
41

Deuteronomy 28
And it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken diligently unto
the voice of the LORD thy God, to observe and to do all his
commandments which I command thee this day, that the LORD
thy God will set thee on high above all nations of the earth:
2
And all these blessings shall come on thee, and overtake thee, if
thou shalt hearken unto the voice of the LORD thy God.
3
Blessed shalt thou be in the city, and blessed shalt thou be in the
field.
4
Blessed shall be the fruit of thy body, and the fruit of thy ground,
and the fruit of thy cattle, the increase of thy kine, and the flocks
of thy sheep.
5
Blessed shall be thy basket and thy store.
1
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6

Blessed shalt thou be when thou comest in, and blessed shalt
thou be when thou goest out.
7
The LORD shall cause thine enemies that rise up against thee to
be smitten before thy face: they shall come out against thee one
way, and flee before thee seven ways.
8
The LORD shall command the blessing upon thee in thy storehouses, and in all that thou settest thine hand unto; and he shall
bless thee in the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee.
9
The LORD shall establish thee an holy people unto himself, as
he hath sworn unto thee, if thou shalt keep the commandments
of the LORD thy God, and walk in his ways.
10
And all people of the earth shall see that thou art called by the
name of the LORD; and they shall be afraid of thee.
11
And the LORD shall make thee plenteous in goods, in the fruit
of thy body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the fruit of thy
ground, in the land which the LORD sware unto thy fathers to
give thee.
12
The LORD shall open unto thee his good treasure, the heaven
to give the rain unto thy land in his season, and to bless all the
work of thine hand: and thou shalt lend unto many nations, and
thou shalt not borrow.
13
And the LORD shall make thee the head, and not the tail; and
thou shalt be above only, and thou shalt not be beneath; if that
thou hearken unto the commandments of the LORD thy God,
which I command thee this day, to observe and to do them:
14
And thou shalt not go aside from any of the words which I command thee this day, to the right hand, or to the left, to go after
other gods to serve them.
15
But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not hearken unto the voice
of the LORD thy God, to observe to do all his commandments
and his statutes which I command thee this day; that all these
curses shall come upon thee, and overtake thee:
16
Cursed shalt thou be in the city, and cursed shalt thou be in the
field.
17
Cursed shall be thy basket and thy store.
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18

Cursed shall be the fruit of thy body, and the fruit of thy land,
the increase of thy kine, and the flocks of thy sheep.
19
Cursed shalt thou be when thou comest in, and cursed shalt
thou be when thou goest out.
20
The LORD shall send upon thee cursing, vexation, and rebuke,
in all that thou settest thine hand unto for to do, until thou be
destroyed, and until thou perish quickly; because of the wickedness of thy doings, whereby thou hast forsaken me.
21
The LORD shall make the pestilence cleave unto thee, until he
have consumed thee from off the land, whither thou goest to possess it.
22
The LORD shall smite thee with a consumption, and with a
fever, and with an inflammation, and with an extreme burning,
and with the sword, and with blasting, and with mildew; and
they shall pursue thee until thou perish.
23
And thy heaven that is over thy head shall be brass, and the
earth that is under thee shall be iron.
24
The LORD shall make the rain of thy land powder and dust:
from heaven shall it come down upon thee, until thou be destroyed.
25
The LORD shall cause thee to be smitten before thine enemies:
thou shalt go out one way against them, and flee seven ways before them: and shalt be removed into all the kingdoms of the
earth.
26
And thy carcase shall be meat unto all fowls of the air, and unto
the beasts of the earth, and no man shall fray them away.
27
The LORD will smite thee with the botch of Egypt, and with
the emerods, and with the scab, and with the itch, whereof thou
canst not be healed.
28
The LORD shall smite thee with madness, and blindness, and
astonishment of heart:
29
And thou shalt grope at noonday, as the blind gropeth in darkness, and thou shalt not prosper in thy ways: and thou shalt be
only oppressed and spoiled evermore, and no man shall save thee.
30
Thou shalt betroth a wife, and another man shall lie with her:
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thou shalt build an house, and thou shalt not dwell therein: thou
shalt plant a vineyard, and shalt not gather the grapes thereof.
31
Thine ox shall be slain before thine eyes, and thou shalt not eat
thereof: thine ass shall be violently taken away from before thy
face, and shall not be restored to thee: thy sheep shall be given
unto thine enemies, and thou shalt have none to rescue them.
32
Thy sons and thy daughters shall be given unto another people,
and thine eyes shall look, and fail with longing for them all the
day long: and there shall be no might in thine hand.
33
The fruit of thy land, and all thy labours, shall a nation which
thou knowest not eat up; and thou shalt be only oppressed and
crushed alway:
34
So that thou shalt be mad for the sight of thine eyes which thou
shalt see.
35
The LORD shall smite thee in the knees, and in the legs, with a
sore botch that cannot be healed, from the sole of thy foot unto
the top of thy head.
36
The LORD shall bring thee, and thy king which thou shalt set
over thee, unto a nation which neither thou nor thy fathers have
known; and there shalt thou serve other gods, wood and stone.
37
And thou shalt become an astonishment, a proverb, and a byword, among all nations whither the LORD shall lead thee.
38
Thou shalt carry much seed out into the field, and shalt gather
but little in; for the locust shall consume it.
39
Thou shalt plant vineyards, and dress them, but shalt neither
drink of the wine, nor gather the grapes; for the worms shall eat
them.
40
Thou shalt have olive trees throughout all thy coasts, but thou
shalt not anoint thyself with the oil; for thine olive shall cast his
fruit.
41
Thou shalt beget sons and daughters, but thou shalt not enjoy
them; for they shall go into captivity.
42
All thy trees and fruit of thy land shall the locust consume.
43
The stranger that is within thee shall get up above thee very
high; and thou shalt come down very low.
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He shall lend to thee, and thou shalt not lend to him: he shall be
the head, and thou shalt be the tail.
45
Moreover all these curses shall come upon thee, and shall pursue
thee, and overtake thee, till thou be destroyed; because thou
hearkenedst not unto the voice of the LORD thy God, to keep
his commandments and his statutes which he commanded thee:
46
And they shall be upon thee for a sign and for a wonder, and
upon thy seed for ever.
47
Because thou servedst not the LORD thy God with joyfulness,
and with gladness of heart, for the abundance of all things;
48
Therefore shalt thou serve thine enemies which the LORD shall
send against thee, in hunger, and in thirst, and in nakedness, and
in want of all things: and he shall put a yoke of iron upon thy
neck, until he have destroyed thee.
49
The LORD shall bring a nation against thee from far, from the
end of the earth, as swift as the eagle flieth; a nation whose tongue
thou shalt not understand;
50
A nation of fierce countenance, which shall not regard the person of the old, nor show favour to the young:
51
And he shall eat the fruit of thy cattle, and the fruit of thy land,
until thou be destroyed: which also shall not leave thee either
corn, wine, or oil, or the increase of thy kine, or flocks of thy
sheep, until he have destroyed thee.
52
And he shall besiege thee in all thy gates, until thy high and
fenced walls come down, wherein thou trustedst, throughout all
thy land: and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates throughout all
thy land, which the LORD thy God hath given thee.
53
And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the flesh of thy
sons and of thy daughters, which the LORD thy God hath given
thee, in the siege, and in the straitness, wherewith thine enemies
shall distress thee:
54
So that the man that is tender among you, and very delicate, his
eye shall be evil toward his brother, and toward the wife of his
bosom, and toward the remnant of his children which he shall
leave:
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So that he will not give to any of them of the flesh of his children
whom he shall eat: because he hath nothing left him in the siege,
and in the straitness, wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee
in all thy gates.
56
The tender and delicate woman among you, which would not
adventure to set the sole of her foot upon the ground for delicateness and tenderness, her eye shall be evil toward the husband of
her bosom, and toward her son, and toward her daughter,
57
And toward her young one that cometh out from between her
feet, and toward her children which she shall bear: for she shall eat
them for want of all things secretly in the siege and straitness,
wherewith thine enemy shall distress thee in thy gates.
58
If thou wilt not observe to do all the words of this law that are
written in this book, that thou mayest fear this glorious and fearful name, THE LORD THY GOD;
59
Then the LORD will make thy plagues wonderful, and the
plagues of thy seed, even great plagues, and of long continuance,
and sore sicknesses, and of long continuance.
60
Moreover he will bring upon thee all the diseases of Egypt, which
thou wast afraid of; and they shall cleave unto thee.
61
Also every sickness, and every plague, which is not written in
the book of this law, them will the LORD bring upon thee, until
thou be destroyed.
62
And ye shall be left few in number, whereas ye were as the stars
of heaven for multitude; because thou wouldest not obey the voice
of the LORD thy God.
63
And it shall come to pass, that as the LORD rejoiced over you to
do you good, and to multiply you; so the LORD will rejoice over
you to destroy you, and to bring you to nought; and ye shall be
plucked from off the land whither thou goest to possess it.
64
And the LORD shall scatter thee among all people, from the
one end of the earth even unto the other; and there thou shalt
serve other gods, which neither thou nor thy fathers have known,
even wood and stone.
65
And among these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall
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the sole of thy foot have rest: but the LORD shall give thee there
a trembling heart, and failing of eyes, and sorrow of mind:
66
And thy life shall hang in doubt before thee; and thou shalt fear
day and night, and shalt have none assurance of thy life:
67
In the morning thou shalt say, Would God it were even! and at
even thou shalt say, Would God it were morning! for the fear of
thine heart wherewith thou shalt fear, and for the sight of thine
eyes which thou shalt see.
68
And the LORD shall bring thee into Egypt again with ships, by
the way whereof I spake unto thee, Thou shalt see it no more
again: and there ye shall be sold unto your enemies for bondmen
and bondwomen, and no man shall buy you.
While all of these prophecies were initially fulfilled before
Israel was defeated and deported into captivity, history does repeat itself. God’s Promises for Blessing and Cursing still hold
true. There is no ‘expiration date’ on God’s Word unless that
prophecy was to have a singular fulfillment (as in the prophecies
concerning the Messiah, God saying He would soon destroy the
earth in a Flood in Noah’s day, etc.). God still declares:
“19I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I
have set before you Life and Death, Blessing and Cursing: therefore choose Life, that both thou and thy seed may live: 20That
thou mayest love the LORD thy God, and that thou mayest
obey His Voice, and that thou mayest cleave unto Him: for He
is thy Life, and the length of thy days.” (Deuteronomy 30)
Just say, “NO!”
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Other Recommended Titles
sacredtruthpublishing@mounet.com
P&H = 10% (4.50 minimum) within the U.S.
Robert Alan Balaicius: (e-mail or send SASE for a complete list over 100 titles) (Lithuanian-American)
- America, Christianity, Liberty & Truth: What Famous Men Had To Say, powerful quotes: America
founded Christian nation; Bible, Freedom, Heritage, Self-Defense, Property, Constitution, debunking Evolution, “Discrimination,” etc. World’s greatest minds believed Liberty & Truth inseperable
from Jesus Christ & Bible. Supreme Court & Common Law citations. Vol. 1, 54pp. 5.00 + P&H;
Vol. 2, 80pp. 6.00 + P&H; Vol. 3, 92pp., 6.00 + P&H; Vol. 4 (final vol.), 440pp., comb-bound
(20); All 4 Vols., 33.00 + P&H. Illustrated, Indexed.
- Apologetic Expositions: Thorough, Consistent, LOGICAL Studies Concerning Exclusive, Irrevocable
Promises God Gave to His People Israel: Proving God’s Word Does Not Change or Contradict
Itself; Refuting Popular, Modernist Interpretations of Seemingly-Isolated Passages of Scripture Grossly
Taken Out of Context or “Spiritualized” into Inefficacy: Verse-by-verse exegeses.
- Isaiah 56; God’s Covenants have not failed; Promises God gave to Israel not generalized to all. God
changes not. Neither does His Will or Word. He is Sovereign. We must accept what He
declared--not misinterpret in light of modern liberal ideology. different Hebrew words for
“stranger” clearly interpreted, as are different words for “man.” 88pp., 600 + P&H.
- Acts 13, 88pp. 600 + P&H. Gentiles were “Israelites in dispersion;” not nonIsraelites.
- Acts 15, 88pp. booklet 600 + P&H; Gentiles were the “Israelites in dispersion;” not nonIsraelites.
- II Corinthians 3 (and detailed coverage of all of I and II Corinthians) showing that Paul nowhere
says that the Law was abolished; 88pp., 600 + P&H.
- Galatians 3 (and detailed overview of the entire epistle) showing that Paul nowhere says that the
Law was abolished and that the Covenants or descent from Abraham is not “spiritualized”;
88pp., 600 + P&H.
- John 4 - The Samaritan Woman at the Well and the Samaritan Leper —Israelites Living in
Samaria, 46pp., 4.50 + P&H.
- Are Celestial Mysteries, History, and Prophecy Revealed in the Orion Nebula, the Stars, the Constellations, and the Zodiac...?, 82pp., 8.5” x 7”, pb., 58 illustrations, 2 full page color illustrations; 1200 +
P&H. completely different perspective / conclusions than authorities on topic (Rolleston, Seiss,
Bullinger, Capt); using Bible numerics as decipher card, reveals / explains Gods Plan for Ages by
correctly identifying identity / interpretation of each of 12 constellations in light of prophecy.
- A Bolshevik Primer — and the Planned Extermination of Christendom; exposes those behind Bolshevism and Communism and details the long-planned mongrelization of Christendom; 176
pages, pb., with 145 Illustrations, 14.50 + P&H.
- Bolshevism, Communism, Judaism & Zionism: What Eminent American and European Statesmen
Had To Say About the “jews”; revealing statements, 88pp., illustrated, 6.00 + P&H.
- Bulala: (Kill the Wizard!): A True Story of South Africa, Cuan Elgin, [Robert Alan Balaicius, Editor,
contributor] 392pp., pb., 18.38 + P&H [1838 = Day of Covenant, most special day in Boer
history.] gripping tale of small, brave, Christian nation born of conflict, turmoil, and tragedy as
well as love, dedication, and hard work—this exciting account of history of S. Africa (earliest
times - end of 2nd Anglo-Boer War) woven as rich tapestry into novel. exciting book: cross
between Shaka Zulu and Little House on Prairie.
- Calling the Remnant of Christendom: Come Out From Among Them and Be Ye Separate...!, 88pp.,
6.00 + P&H.
- The Communist Manifesto (1848) [Originally titled: “Manifest of the Communist Party”] by Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels (56pp.) — with Illustrated Historical Introduction — & A Comparison
of the 10 Planks of the Communist Manifesto, “Democracy,” and Marxist, Unconstitutional U.S.
Law, with the Bill of Rights / the 10 Amendments to the Constitution and the 10 Commandments
- also containing the Declaration of Independence, Common Law Citations, Court Rulings and
Quotes on Freedom, added by Robert Alan Balaicius; Including photos, background information,
and photos of these and more: Karl Marx, Philips Corporation family, Adam Weishaupt, Bernard
Lazare, Winston Churchill, Dr. Oscar Levy, Maurice Samuel, Marcus Eli Ravage, Samuel Roth,
Vladimir Lenin, David Ben-Gurion, Rabbi Stephen Wise, Harry Waton, Friedrich Engels, Moses
Hess, Theodore Herzl, Jacob Schiff, Judah P. Benjamin, Albert Pike, John Wilkes Booth, Charles
Booth, William Booth, Rabbi Isadore Loeb, Dimitry Manuilsky, 132pp. total, pb., 12.50 + P&H.
Also exposes the Marxist roots of the modern banking conspiracy, and those who opposed it: quotes
by Jackson, Jefferson, Madison, as well as several U.S. Presidents who spoke out against it and tried
to stop it and were assassinated (Lincoln, Garrison, Kennedy).
- The Creation of Man in Genesis 1 and 2: Are They Separate Creations —or the Same Event? [With
An In-depth Discussion Concerning the “Beast of the Field”], 88pp., 6.00 + P&H.
- Deliverance or Delusion...? —Which Do We Want...?, 88pp., 6.00 + P&H.
- Documents of Anglo-American Freedom (retype-set with notes by R.A. Balaicius, entire text of:
Magna Charta (1215) Declaration of Arboath (1320) The Dutch Declaration of Independence
(1581) 20pp.; For The Colony in Virginea Britannia Lavves Diuine, Morall and Martiall, &c.
(1612) Mayflower Compact (1620) Petition of Right (1628) Scottish National Covenant (1638)
and the Solemn League and Covenant (1643) Body of Liberties (1641) Governor John Winthrop’s
“Little Speech” on Liberty (1645) Agreement of the People (1649) Instrument of Government
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(1653) Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina (1669) Charlestown, Massachusetts Thanksgiving Proclamation (1676) Frame of Government of Pennsylvania (1682) [English] Bill of
Rights (1689) An Essay Towards Present and Future Peace of Europe, William Penn (1693)
The Law of Nature in Government [excerpts] (1717) The Virginia Resolves (1765) George
Washington’s General Orders to the Continental Army (1756-1775) Declaration of Rights of
the Stamp Act Congress (1765) Rights of the Colonists (1772) Fairfax County Resolves (1774)
Prayer of Congress (1774) Declaration of the First Continental Congress (1774) Fast Day
Proclamation (1776) Constitution of Virginia, Bill of Rights, Virginia Declaration of Rights
(1776) Declaration of Independence (1776) Thanksgiving Day Proclamation (1777) Articles
of the Confederation and Perpetual Union (1778) Thanksgiving Day Proclamation (1782)
Northwest Ordinance (1784) Benjamin Franklin’s Constitutional Convention Address on Prayer
(1787) United States Constitution (1787) Letter of Transmittal (of the Continental Congress)
(1787) Letter of Transmittal (of the Continental Congress to the President of Congress) (1787)
Amendments to the U.S. Constitution (1-10, a.k.a. the Bill of Rights) (1789) George
Washington’s Thanksgiving Day Proclamation (1789) John Adam’s Thanksgiving Day Proclamation (1798) Jonathan Trumbull’s Thanksgiving Day Proclamation (1807) James Madison’s
Humiliation and Prayer Fast Proclamation (1812) James Buchanan’s Humiliation and Prayer
Fast Proclamation (1860); includes 28 color reproduction pages on photographic paper of
some of the originals. plastic comb-bound, 532pp., 2500 + P&H These documents are important for understanding our historical freedom as well as our future prospects of freedom. No
aliens were involved in any of this!
- Does God Repent...? Can God Change His Mind...? [And an Utter Demolishment of the Humanistic
Myth of Man’s “Free Will” and Arminianism], 506pp., 25.00 + P&H. Dovetails nicely with God
and Evil and The Sovereignty of God.... Lively, profound, revealing, thought provoking, convincing
thought, logic, Scripture. Exposes the subversion of true Christian faith in counter reformation reintroducing false theology of Origen and Pelagius and corruption of modern church by Jesuits and
crypto-jews and terribly deceived humanists such as Scheiermacher, Kierkegaard, Spinoza, Barth,
Schweitzer, Erasmus of Rotterdam, and many more, including undermining of Puritan church by
Solomon Stoddard, and much more; also dissects the false theology from one chapter of two different books; one by Dr. Normal Geisler and one by Brother Andrew.
- Fearless and Godly Pioneers for the Truth: An Illustrated Short History of Some Patriotic Christian
Teachers, Preachers, Evangelists, Lecturers, Publishers, Soldiers, and Statesmen, Modern Era —and
a Background History of the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion and an Introduction to the
Jewish Bolshevik War against the Christian Romanov Tsars and Imperial Russia. & A Word About
God’s True Covenant People; Including (but not limited to) histories, bibliographies, and pictures
of: Luke Rader, Daniel Rader, F.F. Bosworth, Rev. William Bell Riley, James M. Gray, Rev. Captain
Merton Smith, Rev. William Pascoe Goard, Dr. Henry W(ellington). Stough, Harold Stough, Henry
W. Stough, Jr., Dr. Mordecai Fowler Ham, Henry Ford, William J. Cameron, Arno Clemons
Gaebelein, Sergei Nilus, Dr. Martin Luther, J.B. Pranaitis, Osman Bey, Victor Marsden, H.A. Gwynne,
Leslie Fry, Lady Queenborough, Nesta Webster, Princess Radziwill, R.A. Torrey, Rev. William
Herrstrom, Rev. William L. Blessing, Kenneth Goff, Rev. Gerald B. Winrod, Rev. Gerald L.K.
Smith, Alfred P. Sloan, Charles Coughlin, Leonard Feeney, Dennis Fahey, Ezra Pound, Sen. Charles
Lindbergh, Commander William Guy Carr, Serge Monast, Robert O’Driscoll, Viscount Leon de
Poncins, Howard Rand, Lieut. Prof. Charles Totten, Elizabeth Dilling, John T. Flynn, Sen. Joeseph
McCarthy, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Liet.-Col. Jack Mohr, Congressman Larry MacDonald, Congressman Paul Findley, Eustace Mullins, George Stimpson, John Swinton, Mayor John Francis Hylan, H.
L. Hunt, Lyrl Clark Van Hyning John Stormer, Gary Allen, Col. E.N. Sanctuary, Robert Edmondson,
Clem Davies, Texe Marrs, and the Jewish: Dr. Alexander Schiffner, Benjamin Freedman, Henry
Klein, Jacob Brafman, Myron Fagan, Elieser Bassin, Dr. Emanuel Josephson, and Henry Makow.
224pp., pb., 18.00 + P&H.
- The Futurist and Rapture Conspiracy: A Brief Exposé of the History of these Subversive Doctrines—
and Their Biblical Refutation, 164pp., pb., 14.50 + P&H. exposes new new-age false doctrines,
not held by Reformers or Bible leaders of early modern era.
- God’s Chosen People: Who Is - Who Isn’t - and Why —Who’s trying to Destroy Whom and Is There
Any Hope?, 88pp., 6.00 + P&H.
- Good-Bye America! Farewell Addresses, Inaugural Speeches, and Other Words of Wisdom From the
Founders of Our Republic and Sterling Patriots of Freedom (George Washington, John Adams,
Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, James Madison, John Q. Adams, A. Jackson, Davy Crockett,
Douglas MacArthur) 84pp., compiled by R.A. Balaicius, what these men had to say about government, taxation, government spending, foreign policy, etc., also includes some common law citations
showing unconstitutional laws are void and need not be observed (theoretically, from a legal perspective of natural, constitutional, and common law) 600 + P&H. No aliens involved.
- Kind Unto Kind: Race Mixing from God’s Viewpoint (c.1977) Researched by Mrs. Idris W. Howard,
140pp., published by the Thunderbolt, Marietta, GA. Goes through the Bible from Gen. to Rev.
quoting passages with her comments in between and sometimes Introductory; also included is a
bonus rare title, The Role of the Mixed Multitude (1976) by Mrs. E.G. Lake (Edna G. Gainer),
25pp.; with Notes Corrective and Complementary by Robert Alan Balaicius, pb., 6x9, total 524
pages. 27.50 + P&H.
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- Our Blood on the Altar: Freedom and Civilization Hang in the Balance [A Final Call to the Nations
of Christendom...], 88pp., 6.00 + P&H.
- The Post-Christian Era and the New Dark Ages; white Christian civilization nearly extinct, 112pp.,
pb., 10.50 + P&H; important info.: survival of Christendom; Christian roots of Germany/Europe/UK/US nearly extinct.
- The Power of Prayer: The New York Revival of 1858 (1858) Samuel Prime, 237pp., pb,. retypset, notes
by R.A. Balaicius; excellent shows moving of God’s Spirit upon His people when they truly seek
Him; 16.50 + P&H.
- Races in Chaos (1959) by W. G. Finlay (South Africa) 74pp., with Notes Corrective and Complementary by Robert Alan Balaicius, total of 214pp, 6x9 pb., 16.50 + P&H.
- A Rhino Crying a Nation Dying, Jans Rautenback (South Africa) edited by Robert Alan Balaicius,
606pp., 6.75”x9.75”, pb., gripping novel similar to “The Turner Diaries” and “The Hunter”; though
set in South Africa and set in the scene of a historical novel; hard to put down; very limited edition
of 200 copies printed; which may become valuable collector’s items as a major actor/publisher in
South Africa was interested in the book for a movie. 32.00 + P&H.
Sacred Truth Expository Commentary series (Note: Reading, Uncovering the Mysteries... and Does
God Repent? are essential to these titles as they lay foundational Doctrine and information without
which the reader will be confused.) verse by verse expositions of these entire chapters:
- The Book of the Prophet Jonah, Balaicius, 634pp., pb., 32.00 + P&H. No commentator that I
know of, understands the purpose and message of the Book of Jonah. This book is an amazing
journey; a simple book misunderstood in regard to its general purpose and overall lesson; and
many elements of the book are interpreted different by many. A very short book with remarkably
very little detail, actually presents a larger-than-life story with amazing insight that no other commentator or theologian has ever uncovered; the illogic and outright heresy of many commentators
and "experts" is scrutinized and refuted; this will burn up various sacred cows. I thought this
commentary would only be about 150 pages... but I seem to have “hooked a big one” and it ran
with me and I was just along for the ride until it was exhausted.
- The Epistle to the Hebrews, 632pp., pb., 30.00 + P&H. Excellent companion to Romans.
- Epistle of James, Chapter 2 [& many other Mini-Expositions: Epistles of Peter & John; Epistle of
Paul to Ephesians & Galatians 3; Epistle of Paul to Israelites in Rome, Chap. 1 & 9; Revelation
Chap. 3 (& Isaiah 22) 5, 7 (& Ezek. 48) 12, 17, 20, 21, 22; Summary Joshua 1-6.] Faith
Without Works Is Dead...! - Was Rahab a “Harlot”...? Was Rahab a “Canaanite” ...? and Was
Rahab the Rachab in Christ’s Genealogy? - The Promises and Covenants Stand...! - detailed
account of Jericho; intro. on author of Epistle of James; discussion of the apostles, 49 illustrations,
numerous original charts; genealogy of Christ & disciples (Christ’s 1st & 2nd cousins); names of
disciples, sealing of 12 tribes, gates of new Jerusalem, time-line from Jericho to building of Solomon’s
Temple; & more. 522pp., pb., 2500 + P&H.
- Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans, 758pp., pb., Possibly the only correct commentary since
Paul wrote his epistle... chapter by chapter, verse by verse... shows the “Gentiles” and “Greeks
were the Israelites of the dispersion, identifies all the Old Testament quotations and allusions
made by Paul, shows that Paul in no way suggested that the law was abolished, or changed, or that
it was “optional”; lays bare the error of anti-Paulines and defends Paul’s identity and office. Shows
the correct method of Biblical interpretation will prevent/dispell all false interpretations and false
doctrine, also shows how many people, for some reason, read truth backwards and confuse themselves, and also misunderstand things because they focus on a minor point of a passage, rather
than the major point; and often like a deer in headlights, focus on what they do not understand
instead of focusing on what they do understand while meditating until God gives greater light on
what they don't understand. Ties in a plethora of Old and New Testament Scripture. One of my
most important works. 40.00 + P&H.
- Genesis 31-37, 48, 49:5-7 & Judges 19-21—Culminating in Dinah’s Defilement with an Examination of the Near-Extermination of the Tribe of Benjamin (Including: Origins of Adamkind,
most in-depth History of Jacob-Israel (Call of Abraham to Israel going into Egypt) detailed accounts of “call of Abraham,” rescue of Lot, flight of Lot from Sodom, sacrifice of Isaac, origin of
Abraham, true location of Ur of Chaldees, detailed exegisis of Genesis 31-33 (history of Jacob
from when he left father-in-law Laban, wrestling with angel, fearful reunion with Esau, relocation
to Succoth, Shechem); 34 (Simeon & Levi’s massacre at Shechem); 35 (flight to Bethel, etc.); 48/
49 (judgment on Simeon/Levi) exegeses also covering significant portions of Genesis 10, 11, 14,
18, 19, & many other passages); includes numerous charts; (+3 fold-out maps); illuminating
study unlocks many mysteries of Scripture, ties together large segments of Israel’s history (&
prophecy) resolution of chronological conundrums; detailed analysis of Nimrod/Tower of Babel,
foundation of Ninevah, history/origins most all important peoples/empires of Bible (Akkad,
Aramaeans, Assyrians, Babylonian, Canaanites, Chaldaeans, Edomites [“Esau-ology”], 9 tribes of
Giants, Ishmaelites, Medes, Parthians, Persians, Philistines, Sumer, etc.); proof Simeon & Levi’s
extermination of Shechem for kidnapping/raping sister Dinah not unusual (God ordered similar
things, some are covered, including complete exegesis of grisly, odd history of Judges 19-21 with
near-extermination of tribe of Benjamin). Extra-biblical sources consulted/explained. After reading this, you will understand, better than ever, early Adamite/Israelite history, racial identity of
majority of nations/races in O.T., Bible prophecy, & God’s overall plan. Deepest study of many
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of these key Biblical stories ever written. Truly fascinating. 60 commentaries were consulted,
among many other books, a very deep exposition of historical and spiritual truths. 711pp., pb.,
4000 + P&H.
- The Gospel of John 18-21: Passover, The Betrayal, Arrest, Jewish & Roman Trials, Crucifiction,
Resurrection, Post-Resurrection, & Ascension of our Lord, and Pentecost, with a Harmony of the
Gospels, the Making of the Apostle Peter, and the Intricate Depth of Irony Revealed, 800pp., pb.
40.00 + P&H. Many mysteries revealed no other commentator has uncovered, deep spiritual
truth, harmonization of Gospels, several charts, shows relation of half of disciples to Christ, Christ’s
genealogy, consultation of 60 other commentaries distilling their best valid thoughts, and much
more; hard to put down; incredible depth and insight. My magnum opus.
- The Truth About Ruth: Ruth the Israelite, 328pp., pb., 1800 + P&H.
- Who Was the Serpent in the Garden? A Case of Reptilian Rebellion or Angelic Anarchy...? [Genesis
3] Charming and Smashing the Serpentile Myth Concerning Original Sin in the Garden that
Makes Nonsense of the Scriptures & “The Waters That Covered the Earth:” A Flood of Questions / A Deluge of Controversy [Genesis 6-9], 774pp., pb., 40.00 + P&H. most original and
enlightening information on these and many other topics
- Some Astute Observations Concerning the Peoples Encountered on an African Expedition while in
Search of the Source of the Nile River (Excerpted from The Albert N’Yanza: The Great Basin of
the Nile and Exploration of the Nile Sources) (c.1866) by Sir Samuel White Baker, edited by
Robert Alan Balaicius, superbly shows the nature and character of the blacks, turks, and arabs,
88pp., 6.00 + P&H. excellent! very eye-opening, highly recommended; fascinating info.
- Some Collected Works of Earnest Sevier Cox [Let My People Go (1925), Virginia Racial Integrity
Legislation (c.1925), The South’s Part in Mongrelizing the Nation (1926), The Virginia Memorial to Congress (c.1934), The Price of Failure, Three Million Negroes Thank The State of
Virginia (1940), Monument to Herman (1959); with extensive notes by Robert Alan Balaicius,
illustrations added, and photos and brief biography of Cox, 232pp., 18.50 + P&H.
- So, You Call Yourself A Christian...; Powerful primer proving God’s Law could not have been done
away with not only because of God’s Promises, but because of God’s very nature. What makes a
Christian a Christian? What makes God God? Proof that Peter’s Vision (and all other N.T. passages
the average person things “did away with” the dietary laws) did not abolish God’s Dietary Laws in
slightest. 76pp., 550 + P&H.
- The Talmud Unmasked: The Secret Rabbinical Teachings Concerning Christians [Memorial Edition
to Honor a Great Lithuanian.] (1892), Rev. I.B. Pranaitis (Lithuanian Priest murdered for this
book), translated by & with intro by Col. Sancutary; 144pp., pb. (94 page original + 30 page
Illustrated Biographical and Historical Introduction by Robert Alan Balaicius, 11.50 + P&H.
- Ten Commandments For Youth —For Everyone! For Youth and Young-minded* Adults - An
Explanation of the Ten Commandments and A Memory System using Bible Numerics; c.440pp.,
6.25 x 9.25, pb., 25.00 + P&H; not on a child’s level, but for older youth and adults — [*
young minded, of course, refers to the opposite of “you can’t teach an old dog a new trick” and
also Christ taught that if one wanted to see/enter the Kingdom he had to become as a little
child, that is child-like faith and obedience.] My exposition on the 10 commandments, shows
that the 10 commandments are not 10 individual laws, but 10 categories of law under which
the entire law of God is organized. I also show that Christ’s “turn the other cheek” was not
a general, broad based, universal statement, but only referred to accepting just punishment in
court if one had truly sinned and damaged kinsman and thus to accept the punishment gracefully, showing your true remorse for having damaged a brother. But modern christianity has
perverted this Sermon on the mount teaching to mean we should just bend over and accept
abuse and lie down and die. Christ taught Occupy till I come, and Paul wrote, have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness but REBUKE them... this is not consonant
with “turning the other cheek” to God’s enemies, the enemies of Christendom, immoral people,
criminals, etc., which is not what Christ was teaching.
- True Caucasian Christianity Corrupted Into Well-Intentioned Nordic Paganism, 64pp., 5.50 + P&H.
- Uncovering the Mysteries of Your Hidden Inheritance, 6x9, 192 pages; Illustrated; pb., 1600 + P&H;
Hb., 2600 + P&H. foundational book upon which most of my other books are built. Bible history
and prophecy are real; not mythology or fable; without understanding who you are and without
understanding God’s Plan, there is no way you can know what God requires or how you are supposed
to fit in that plan. This book holds the key that unlocks the truth of the Scriptures; translated into
Danish and Afrikaans; being translated into Polish and Slovak. This book is the one to start with. It
will explain the Scriptures/history/prophecy.
- The War Between the Children of Light and the Powers of Darkness: How the Christian-Israelite Can
Live In An Evil World System (Including the TRUE Story of the Phinehas Priesthood); [Highly
endorsed by Col. Jack Mohr & Eustace Mullins.] No Patriotic, God-fearing Christian should be
without the valuable information this book presents. Hard times are coming. Wise men see trouble
afar off and prepare; bold, profound, in-depth discussion of many thorny but vitally important
topics dealing with our position in an ungodly world in which evil pervades and prevails. Errors of
both extremes are refuted by sound Biblical interpretation, combined with logic and common sense.
Some topics covered include: The Christian-Israelite and Hate, Militancy or Pacifism, Vigilanteism,
Obedience to God or Subservience to Evil, the Difference between “Power” and “Authority,” The
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True Story of the Phinehas Priesthood, Self-Defense, Dominion, Carnal Retribution or Divine
Judgment. Information key to preparing for the Time of Jacob’s Trouble and How the Remnant can
Hope to Endure and Overcome is also discussed. 506pp., pb., 2000 + P&H; Hb., 3000 + P&H.
- What’s Keeping God from Delivering America, Britain and Europe from Destruction...?, 112pp.,
pb., 10.50 + P&H.
- What the Devil? - What the Hell? A Comprehensive Study Identifying Angels, Satan, the Devil, Evil
Spirits, Demons, Fallen Angels, and Hell, 798 pages, pb., 40.00 + P&H. The most-comprehensive
scholastic work on this topic ever made.
- What Was the “Mark” that God Placed on Cain...? —Including: “The Cain-Canaan Connection,”
“What Was Ham’s Sin?” “Why Was Canaan Cursed?” “Where Was Eden?” “Where Did Cain
Get His Wife?” “How Did the Descendants of Cain Survive the Flood?” ...and other curious
things in Scripture considered, 584pp., pb. Dispells many myths, very deep detailed analysis and
exegesis; fascinating study an in-depth commentary on the chapter 4of Genesis (which also
partly covers Genesis 3,5,6,9, and 10). Unique study of Patriarchs, compares 2 Seedlines,
touches on race, angelology. 27.50 + P&H.
- Who Is Responsible for the DEATH of Christendom...?; 21pp., 2.00 + P&H.
- Who Was the Serpent in the Garden? A Case of Reptilian Rebellion or Angelic Anarchy...? [Genesis
3] Charming and Smashing the Serpentile Myth Concerning Original Sin in the Garden that
Makes Nonsense of the Scriptures & “The Waters That Covered the Earth:” A Flood of Questions
/ A Deluge of Controversy [Genesis 6-9] 774pp., pb., 40.00 + P&H.
- Why Christendom is on the Verge of Extinction & The Cause of and Solution to All our
Problems, 88pp., 6.00 + P&H.
Titles by Karl G. Sabiers
- Amazing Story How Archaeology Proves Bible is True (1943) 89pp., pb., 1150 + P&H.
- Astounding New Discoveries: Thousands of Amazing FACTS Discovered Beneath the Very Surface of
the Original Bible Text (1941) 80pp., 800 + P&H.
- How the Bible Came Down Through The Centuries —from its ancient manuscripts —to our modern
printed copies (1943) 91pp., comb-bound, 10.50 + P&H.
- How the Church Came Down Through The Centuries (1946) 63pp., 5.50 + P&H.
- Life Stories of Living Hymns (1943) 87pp., comb-bound, 11.50 + P&H.
Titles by Other Authors
- Aaron’s Rod Blossoming (1646) George Gillespie (minister at Edinburgh) 7.25 x 10.25 276pp., Hb.,
treatise on the Biblical view of separation of church and state; 2000 + P&H. [This, and Civil Magistrate’s
Power, Lex Rex, Vindiciae, & Tenure of Kings and Magistrates were main books used by our founding fathers in establishing our nation.]
- The Age of Treason: The Carefully and Deliberately Planned Methods Developed by the Vicious
Element of Humanity for the Mental Deterioration and Moral Debasement of the Mass as a
Means to Their Enslavement, Based on Their Own Writings and Means Already Confessedly
Employed (1957) Dr. Clymer, 276pp., pb., 25.00 + P&H.
- Alleged Discrepancies of the Bible (1902) Bates, 132pp., comb-bound., 1000 + P&H.
- Alleged Discrepancies of the Bible (1874), Hayley, 452pp., pb., [Inquire.]
- American Christian Rulers (1890) Rev. Edward J. Giddings, 650pp., Hb., 3000 + P&H - Reprinted for
first time since 1890, this newly typeset edition of biographies of nearly 200 American statesmen.
- American Political Writing During the Founding Era: 1760-1805, 2 vol., c.730p./ea. pb., set 2400 +
P&H; Hb., set 3800 + P&H (reg. 4200) (See also: Political Sermons...)
- America’s Providential History, Bileles/McDowell, 293p. 8½x11, pb., 20.00 + P&H
- And God Spake These Words: How We Got Our Bible and Why We Believe It Is God’s Word (1926)
Rev. W. H. Griffith Thomas, D.D., 127pp., comb-bound, 11.00 + P&H.
- Animal Farm (1946) George Orwell, a classic; 114p., pb. 10.00 + P&H; ; DVD cartoon, 24.00;
DVD 2-in-1, Animal Farm movie & Moby Dick 13.00 + P&H; skillfully reveals the duplicity and
corruption of socialism/communism through an allegory in which animals take over a farm, then
the pigs begin to change the established rules to be in favor of the pigs at all the other animals’
expense. A must for children and adults.
- The Anti-Federalist: An Abridgment of the Complete Anti-Federalist: writings of the opponents of the
U.S. Constitution (because it gave too much Federal Power) Storing, 382pp., pb., 2200 + P&H.
- Autobiography of George Mueller, 237pp., pb., 900 + P&H (abridged) A MUST! Greatest man of faith
of the modern era. Unabridged, 736pp., with photos; Hb., 50.00 + P&H.
- The Bible and Archaeology (c.1940) Sir Frederick Kenyon (head of the British Museum) 310pp., pb., +
dozens of photos, 22.00 + P&H. (very rare) - firm believer in the veracity of the Bible.
- The Bible Comes Alive (c.1924) Sir Charles Marston, xix pages (introduction) / 303pp. text / 40pp. of photos
at the end, + added photo/bio of author; around 380pp., total, pb., 18.00 + P&H. (archaeology)
- The Bible Is True: The Lessons of the 1925-1934 Excavations in Bible Lands Summarized and Explained (1934), Sir Charles Marston, c.300pp., pb., (Bible and archaeology) [Inquire.]
- The Bible, the Scholar, and the Spade: A Summary of the Results of Modern Excavation and Discovery
(1932) C. H. Irwin, M.A., D.D. (Irish minister, scholar, of Australia), 251pp., [Inquire.]
- The Bible Verified (1890) Rev. Andrew W. Archibald, 256pp., 18.00 + P&H.
- Biblical Anthropology: The Doctrine of Adam Man, Gayman, 384pp., pb., 20.00; Hb., 30.00 + P&H.
- Bible & Segregation, Dickey; Segregation: Divinely Instituted Precept, Rand; Segregation: Sin or
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Sensible?, Odeneal [3 bklts] 6.00 + P&H.
- Bondage of the Will (1525) Martin Luther, 328pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H; masterpiece destroying
Arminianism / Man’s Free Will; revealing God’s Sovereignty; contains superb historical and theological introduction by the translators J. I. Packer and O. Johnston.
- The Book of Revelation (1936) A.J. Ferris, Parts 1 & 2 covering every chapter of Revelation, 185pp.,
pb., 18.00 + P&H. Historicist perspective; the view the Reformer’s held [Australian Christian
Anglo-Israel pastor/author Thomas Foster’s Amazing Book of Revelation Explained, which is
133pp., gleaned from this work, with exact layout and exact photos.]
- The Books of the Old and New Testament Proven to be Canonical and Their Verbal Inspiration
Maintained and Established with an Account of the Introduction and the Character of the Apocrypha (1830) Robert Haldane, 176pp., Hb., 20.00 + P&H.
- Brave Little Holland and What She Taught Us (1894) W.E.Griffis, 252pp., pb., 1750 + P&H. Excellent
work we can learn from today.
- Camp of the Saints, Jean Raspail (novel about end of white civilization by 3rd world immigration
flood; sounds like current events; written many years ago) 311pp., 6x9 pb.,15.00 + P&H. Written in French in 1972, translated into English 1975. “A handing and prophetic vision of Western
Civilization overrun by burgeoning Third World population.”
- Case Against Integration (1974) M.L. Moser, Jr., (Pastor, Central Bapt. Ch., Little Rock, Ark.),
74pp., 7.00 + P&H
- A Catalog of Hoaxes and the Reversal of Truth, Zebedee Shower, 41pp., (Protocols, slave trade, unity
of races, God’s Chosen people, Judaism, evolution, etc.), 4.50 + P&H.
- Christian History of American Revolution: Consider & Ponder, Hall, Hb., 8½x11, 736pp., 3800 (reg.
4300 )+ P&H.
- Christian History of Constitution Un. States of Amer.: Vol 1: Christian Self-Government, Hall, Hb.,
8½x11, 545pp., 3800 (reg. 4300 )+ P&H.
- Christian History of the Constitution of the United States of America: Vol 2: Christian Self-Government w/ Union, Hall, Hb., 8½x11 660pp., 3800 (reg. 4300 )+ P&H.
- Christianity & The Constitution: Faith of Our Founding Fathers, Eidsmoe, 9x6, 480pp., pb.,
40.00 + P&H; used copies cheaper, send SASE / email for info.
- Christianity in the United States (1888) Daniel Dorchester, 800pp., Hb., 4500 (reg. 5000) + P&H.
- Christian Life and Character of the Civil Institutions of the United States: Developed in the Official and
Historical Annals of the Republic (1864) Benjamin Franklin Morris, 834pp., large pb., 4000 (reg.
5700) or 1060pp., Hb., 40.00 + P&H. + P&H; one of most powerful books on topic; feared by
enemies of Christianity in the US.
- The Civil Magistrates’ Power (1653 edition, modernly retype-set) Thomas Cobbett; 170pp., Hb.,
2500 + P&H.
- The Color of Crime: https://www.amren.com/archives/reports/the-color-of-crime-2016-revised-edition/
- The Cult of Equality (1945), Stuart Omer Landry, 9x6 pb., (imported) 30.00 + P&H; exposes
dangers & fallacies of racial equality doctrine, unfavorable effect of race mixing on various nations, argues racial integrity not at odds with Christian faith, civil, polite tone, Southern viewpoint. Also available in 359pp., 2x2, 8.5x11 xerox format, plastic comb-bound, 18.00 + P&H.
- The Currency Conflict (1876) President James Garfield (murdered*) 30pp., 3.00 + P&H.
[* See also: Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness, Medicine and the Murder of a President,
Candice Millard, 432pp., pb., 17.00 + P&H. (doctors murdered President Garfield).]
- The Dangerous Myth of Racial Equality: Genocide For the White Races? (1960) & The Equality
Dogma Leads to Communism (c.1960) D. Watts, 31pp. & 16pp., 2 very rare titles in 1 booklet;
4.50 + P&H.
- Dealing in Hate: The Development of Anti-German Propaganda (undated, prob. 1962), Dr. Michael
Connors, 85+pp., pb., 12.00 + P&H.
- Death at Katyn (1944) 48pp., 5.00 + P&H. Thousands Polish/Lithuanian) officers murdered by
Soviets WWII, buried mass grave in forest—at Nuremberg War Crimes trials Soviets blamed
Germans; now proven Soviets did it, recently, Russian government confessed.
- Desegregation is the Crux of the Great Conspiracy, Myron Fagan, 23pp., 2.50 + P&H.
- Difficulties in the Bible (1907) R. A. Torrey, 192pp., pocket pb., 7.00 + P&H.
- Diggers For Facts: The Bible in the Light of Archaeology (1940) Kinnaman, Ph.D., 239pp., pb., 2000 + P&H.
- The Dooms of King Alfred (laws of England established c.890 A.D. based upon Bible/God’s Law)
58pp., 600 + P&H; bilinear Anglo-Saxon (Old English) & English translation.
- Drama of the Lost Disciples, Jowett, 253pp., pb., 2000 + P&H; excellent by incredible man—historians
from 1st century on: Christ visited England & founded Church there, many of disciples & Mary,
etc. went to Britain after Resurrection. Well documented, scholarly. A MUST!
- Essays on Segregation (1960) T. Robert Ingram (editor); 108pp., plastic comb-bound 11.00 + P&H;
nontechnical, by several Episcopal ministers.
- Essays on The Death Penalty (1963) edited by T. Robert Ingram (with essays by leading Christian
thinkers of the day), 138pp., plastic comb-bound 12.00 + P&H.
- Evolution or Creation? (c.1930) Sir Ambrose Fleming (English physicist), 114pp., pb., 1400 + P&H.
- Faith & Freedom: Christian Roots of American Liberty, Hart, 384pp. excellent; one best books on
Christian roots of U.S.; out of print, good used pb.,/Hb. copies; inquire.
- Foreign Missions Exposed (1910) Thomas Watson (1856–1922) U. S. Senator, 144pp., pb., 17.50 + P&H.
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- Foxe’s Book of Martyrs (1563) Foxe, 409pp., small pb., 900 + P&H; Larger-size pb., 1500 + P&H;
Hb., 2000 + P&H. A MUST; Catholic murders of Protestants 1st century to 1500s.
- The Fraudulent Gospel, Smith, 168p., pb., 20.00 + P&H Exposes World Council of Churches with
ties to communism, catholic church, terrorism, etc.
- Germany Must Perish! (1941), Kaufman, 97pp., pb., 12.50 + P&H; (with intro./background/photo
of the author prepared by STM). This book called for the extermination of the German people
long before the time of the war in which the Germans are accused of genocide against the jews.
- God Counts: Amazing Discoveries in Bible Numbers (1947) Filmer, 86pp., comb-bound 9.00 + P&H.
- God’s Battalions: the Case for the Crusades (2010) Rodney Stark, 288pp., pb., 16.00 + P&H.
- God’s Rebels (powerful influence of Confederate Pastors Civil War) Henry Lee Curry [out of print/only
few left], 132pp., Hb., 22.00 + P&H.
- Gospel Incense: or a Practical Treatise on Prayer (1657) by Thomas Cobbet, 414pp., pb., one of the
most profound Puritan works on this topic. 22.50 + P&H.
- Here I Stand: Life of Martin Luther (1950) R. H. Bainton, 441pp., Hb., 20.00 + P&H.
- Heritage of Evidence: In the British Museum, Peter Masters, pb., 12.00 + P&H, beautiful glossy paper
and full color photos throughout, a bargain at this price; evidence of Christian faith in British Museum.
- Heroes of the Nations: The Cid Campeador and the Waning of the Crescent in the West (1897) Henry
Butler Clarke, 382pp., pb., 23.00 + P&H. If you have never watched Charlton Heston in the movie
El Cid (pronounced Sid in English), rent it or order the DVD from me for 14.00 + P&H] Campeador
is Spanish for “Champion” or “Conqueror”; El Cid (prob. meaning “Lord” from arabic al-sayyid, the
i being pronounced like a long i / “ee”) whose name was Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar (1040-1099), who
was a Castilian Nobleman, military leader, and fighter against Islamic attacks by the Moors.
- Historical and Biographical Sketches [The Settlement of Germantown and other early history of
Pennsylvania] (1883) Samuel W. Pennypacker (23rd Gov. of Penna.) pp., 416pp. (founders of
Penna. / Op Den Graeff ’s were ancestors of mine, as were many others mentioned in the book:
van Bebber, Gottschalk, Ziegler, Kolb, Kassel, Van Sintern, Schumacher, Pletjes [grandmother
of William Penn, who was a cousin of mine], Linderman (relatives of Martin Luther) Kuster,
Jansen, etc.). Founding of Germantown, Mennonite Migration and the Martyr’s Mirror, and a
dozen or so short biograpahies of various individuals, to which I have added Daniel Pastorius’
“Description of Pennsylvania” (1700) and a brief bio and photos of the author, 20pp., 450 total
pages, pb., 24.00 + P&H.
- Historical Collections Relating to Remarkable Periods of the Success of the Gospel / Historical Collections of Accounts of Revival (1754/revised 1845, ed. updated by Horatius Bonar), Gillies, pb.,
8.5x11, print enlarged 19%, 600+pp., 35.00 + P&H. (original 7x10).
- The History of Ancient Caledonia [Scotland] (1870) MacLaren, 128pp., pb., 1250 + P&H.
- The History of the Anglo-Saxons (1841) Sharon Turner (he was a London attorney) complete set in 2
volumes, 1,284pp., pb., 8000 + P&H; Excellent Book! the classic/definitive work on topic.
- History of Puritans & Pilgrim Fathers (1888) which incorporates: The Puritans in England (1849)
W.H. Stowell, & The Pilgrim Fathers (1849) D. Wilson, 508pp.; with added 230pp. by R.A.B.
(500 hours of research /writing) of historical and theological introduction to the Reformers,
Puritans, Pilgrims, Nonconformists, Covenanters, the Westminster Assembly, the history of
the Anglican Church and Presbyterian Church in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, the
Anglican Church and monarchs of Britain in their persecution of those Protestants who disagreed
with the Anglican Church’s Catholic ritual, and an insightful look at the Great Awakening and
revivals in England, Ireland, Scotland (and its Isle of Lewis) Wales, and New England; with over
800 short biographies and over 250 illustrations added; total c.740pp.; 7x8.5, 35.00 + P&H.
- How The Greatest The White Nations Were Mongrelized Then Negroized (1965) Fagan, 31pp.,
3.00 + P&H.
- How Our Patriots Die Mysteriously (1971) Myron C. Fagan, 21pp., 2.50 + P&H.
- How We Got Our Bible (1912) J. Paterson Smyth, 152pp., comb, 1400 + P&H.
- Human Cost of Communism in China, Prepared at Request of Sen. T. Dodd for Subcom. to Investigate Admin. of Internal Security Act and other Internal Security Laws of Committee on Judiciary US Senate, 1971, 44pp., 4.00 + P&H.
- Human Cost of Soviet Communism, Prepared at Request of Sen. Dodd for Subcom. to Investigate
Administration of Internal Security Act & other Internal Security Laws of Comm. on Judiciary
US Senate, 1971, 40pp., 4.00 + P&H.
- Hus the Heretick (1415; from 1930 ed.) by Poggius the Papist, 103pp. pb., Rare letters from 1400’s of
eyewitness and papal juror at Bohemian reformer Jan Hus’ trial; he was converted through listing to
Hus; and My Escape From the Auto De Fe (1559) by De La Mina, 183pp. pb. Rare letters c.1500’s;
Spanish Noble family’s incredible survival of Catholic’s attempts to murder him & wife for having
embraced Protestantism in one volume. Both are very moving and exciting; in one paperback
edition, 289pp., pb., 18.00 + P&H.
- “I Cried, He Answered” — A Faithful Record of Remarkable Answers to Prayer (1918) compiled /
edited by Henry W. Adams, Norman H. Camp, William Norton, & F.A. Steven, with Introduction
by Charles Gallaudet Trumbull; 128pp., original print was very small, so enlarged it 22% and made
into 6x9 pb., 288pp., 14.50 + P&H.
- The Inquisitor’s Secretary (1556-66) W.J.D. van Dijck, 1st hand account of reformation in
Netherlands,155p., Hb., out of print, good used copies available for 25.00 + P&H.
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- In Search of Quetzalcoatl: The Mysterious Heritage of American Civilization [originally published in
German, 1963, then English in 1964 under the title, In Quest of the White God by Pierre Honoré,
pseud.; Oliver Coburn; Ursula Lehrburger (translator) 228pp., pb., 17.00 (reg. 19.00) + P&H.
ancient indian legends, huge ships w/ “swan wings” brought fair-skinned, bearded and blue-eyed
men who brought a higher level of civilization, sharing their knowledge of science and engineering,
and establishing social order and laws.
- In the Day of Thy Power: The Scriptural Principles of Revival, Arthur Wallis, 297pp., pb., 1500 + P&H.
This is a book on God moving in His Spirit to bring them to repentance, not a book about “revival
meetings.” An incredible book.
- Iron Curtain Over America (1951), Col., Professor John Owen Beaty, 268pp., pb., + his treatise,
“How to capture a University” + photo and brief biography, c.300pp. total. 18.00 + P&H.
- Ivan Panin Collection #1: [4 booklets in 1], containting: An Introduction to the Principles of Bible
Numerics (1920?) & Verbal Inspiration Demonstrated (1923) & The Inspiration of the Greek
Scriptures Scientifically Demonstrated (1934) & Inspiration of the Hebrew Scriptures Scientifically
Demonstrated (1928) 152pp., pb., 1200 + P&H.
- I Was A Slave In Russia (1958) & I Found God In Soviet Russia (1959) 192pp. [intro. by Billy Graham],
192pp., John Noble; 2 incredible books, on Christian faith through persecution. When “allies”
(USSR) took over after bombing of Dresden, German-born U.S. citizen & his family were arrested,
their business stolen by USSR, and they were imprisoned for nearly 15 years under torture. Incredible.
A must. new printing, 2-in-1, pb., 24.00 + P&H.
- The Jews and Their Lies (1543) Martin Luther, 64pp., 5.00 + P&H.
- The Jew’s Who’s Who: Israelite Finance - Its Sinister Influence (1920), H. H. Beamish, very rare,
255pp., 6.38x9 pb., 22.00 + P&H.
- Josyp Terelya: Witness To Apparitions and Persecution in the USSR: An Autobiography, 344pp., pb.
out of print, good used copies available; 15.00 + P&H. Despite its Catholicism, this book gives an
excellent picture of the Soviet takeover of Ukraine and their plan of dechristianizing the nation and
corrupting the people, especially the youth.
- The Last Days of the Romanovs: From 15th March, 1917—100th Anniversary Memorial Edition
(1920) Part I—The Narrative by Robert Wilton (Special Correspondent of The Times in Petrograd)
and Part II—The Depositions of the Eye-Witnesses by Nikolai Sokolov (translated by George
Gustav Telberg), and Part III; with many extra added illustrations of the entire Royal family... and
Bible verses under each calling for God's Righteous Vengeance... and additional information, very
moving presentation... photo and short bio of the author, and Preface and Final Thoughts by
modern publisher / RAB/STP; 405pp. total pb., 22.00 + P&H Author clearly pointed the finger
at the Jews and noted that it was not the Russians behind Bolshevism, the Revolution, or the
murders.] If you are unaware of this, one of the greatest crimes of the modern era and how an
entire mega-super-power was stolen, order this.
- The Last Expedition: Stanley’s Mad Journey Through the Congo, Liebowitz; harrowing true story of
Henry Morton Stanley’s final trek across Africa to rescue Emin Pasha, lieutenant of martyred General
Gordon, governor of southern Sudan. The expedition lasted nearly three years and cost hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of lives. good used Hb. 320pp., 26.00 + P&H; new pb., 355pp., 16.00 + P&H.
- The Law of Liberty (1963) by L. Fry, 154pp., plastic comb-bound, 14.00 + P&H. [an American
married to Russian nobility, witnessed the horror of the Bolshevik Revolution first-hand, before
she escaped with her children; her husband was assassinated. She also wrote Waters Flowing
Eastward to expose the Bolsheviks (1931) edited by Rev. Fahey
- Lex Rex (1644), Rutherford, 340p., Hb., (framers of Constitution drew idea “consent of governed” from
here; rulers have authority from God, through people, only when rulers obey God), 2200 + P&H.
- The Martyrdom of a People; of the Vaudois of Piedmont and Their History (1914; translated from the
German, originally in French by the Swiss author) Henry/Henri/Heinrich Fliedner, 117pp., with 34
illustrations & The Huguenot Galley Slave: Autobiography of a French Protestant Condemned to
the Galleys for the Sake of His Religion (1867) translated from the French of Jean Marteilhe, 241pp.;
c.380pp., total, pb., 20.00 + P&H.
- The Martyr of the Catacombs a Tale of Ancient Rome (1880 facsimile edition) Methodist minister
William Henry Withrow, a Canadian, is believed to be the author; others claim it was James De
Mille, thrilling fiction based on history of what life was like in the catacombs, under Roman persecution, being fed to the lions, gladiators, etc., 202pp., pb., 14.50 + P&H.
- The Moral and Intellectual Diversity of Races (Lippincott, Phila, PA, 1856), by Count Joseph
Arthur de Gobineau, with Addendum by Dr. Josiah C. Nott, M.D. (famous for his medical
research) who interject his thoughts refuting on both scientific and Biblical grounds Gobineau's
notion that all races descend from Adam (pages 461-512); Gobineau mistakenly believed all
came from Adam, but he clearly did not believe they were equal. Gobineau’s work was later
retitled, “The Inequality of the Human Races” in 1915 when reprinted by various publishers,
G. P. Putnam’s Sons; William Heinemann; Thurland & Thurland. This edition is reprinted
from the 1856 edition. 512pp., paperback, 28.00 + P&H.
- The Moravians (2nd Ed., 1913) Rt. Rev. Bishop E.R. Hasse, 142pp., pb., 1600 + P&H; rare (illustrations + notes by modern publ.); outflow/result of Czech/Bohemian/Moravian Reformation.
- Nazi Terror: Short Autobiography of Jewish National Socialist, Weichardt, 54pp., 6.00 + P&H.
- The Negro and The Constitution (1947), 20pp., Keen Polk, 2.00 + P&H.
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- The Negroes in Negroland; The Negroes in America; and the Negroes Generally; Also, the Several
Races of White Men, Considered as the Involuntary and Predestined Supplanters of the Black
Races. A Compilation (1868) H. R. Helper, 250pp., plastic comb-bound, 16.00 + P&H.
- New Bible Evidence: From the 1925-1933 Excavations (1934-1935) Sir Charles Marston (Eminent
British archaeologist, owner of the Villiers motorcycle company) 264pp., pb., 16.50 + P&H.
- The New Communist Propaganda Line on Religion - Hearing before the Committee on Un-American Activities, House of Representives, Ninetieth Congress, First Session, August 10, 1967, testimony of Rev. Richard Wurmbrandt, 54pp., 5.50 + P&H.
[* Jewish Rumanian Christian pastor incarcerated and tortured for 18 years; see his short
autobiography, Tortured For His Faith 146pp., pb., 8.00 + P&H.]
- New Knowledge About Old Testament (1933) Sir Charles Marston, 182pp., pb., 16.00 + P&H.
- New Liturgy: Old Heresy (1981) T. Robert Ingram, 115pp., plastic comb-bound 11.00 + P&H.
- The 1905 Revolution in Russia (from National Geographic of 1907) 14p. 1.50 + P&H.
- On the Edge of the Primeval Forest (1922) & More From the Primeval Forest (1931) & From My
African Notebook (1938) Albert Schweitzer, 426pp., 3 books in 1 pb., with Biographical introduction and photos added, 26.00 + P&H. [“More from the Primeval Forest” was also once printed
as “The Forest Hospital at Lambarene”.] Very fascinating books, give glimpses into the courage
and patience of this great man (his poor theology and misguided altruism notwithstanding), as
well as glimpses into the minds and natures of those he tried to help. Including extra photos and
biographical introduction added.
- The Origin of Mankind Viewed from the Standpoint of Revelation and Research (1935) 160pp., pb.,
Sir Ambrose Fleming (eminent physicist), 1600 + P&H.
- Our Celtic Heritage, Brig.-Gen. Sir Standish Crauford, 16pp., 175 + P&H.
- Our Scythian Ancestors (1875) Col. J.C. Gawler, 44pp., 475 + P&H.
- Pennsylvania Dutch and Other Essays (1882) Gibbons (Quaker of Lancaster County) lifestyle/customs of
Penna. Dutch, Amish, Mennonites, Moravians, Schwenkfelders, English Quakers, & Welsh/Irish miners
of Scranton, farmers in Ireland/England; 427pp., 22.00 + P&H; very interesting; early faith/morals of
our people; would we could return to simpler, purer times. “Progress” not always good thing.
- The Persecutor (1973) Sergei Kourdakov; Russian Secret Police Officer; job to beat/torture Christians;
converted to Christ, jumped ship off North American Coast, defected to America, began speaking
against communism; he later died “while cleaning his gun” (assassinated). Out of print, good used
copies available. A must. [Inquire]
- Photos From Racial Elements of European History (1927) Günther, 68pp., booklet, 7.00 + P&H;
shows different racial types.
- Photos From Races of Europe (1899) Ripley, 47pp., 5.00 + P&H; shows different racial types.
- Plans of the Synogogue of Satan (c.1930) British Israel Association of Greater Vancouever, 34pp.,
with chart, 3.50 + P&H.
- A Plea For The Constitution of the United States: Wounded in the House of its Guardians (1886), George
Bancroft (Secretary of the Navy, historian), 88pp., Preface by F. Tupper Saussey, 6.00 + P&H.
- Political Sermons of the American Founding Era, 1730-1805, 2-vol., 1779pp., Hb., set 3800 + P&H.
(reg. 4200); pb., set 2700 + P&H. (See also: American Political Writings...)
- The Present Attempt to Dissolve the American Union: A British Aristocratic Plot (1862) Samuel F.
B. Morse and Sidney E. Morse, 42pp., 4.50 + P&H.
- The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion (w/ history of origin & proof of authenticity; outline
“jewish” plan to destroy white Christian civilization) regular edition, 72pp., stapleback, 6.00 +
P&H; expanded ed. w/ supplementary material, 299pp., 15.00 + P&H.
- Race or Mongrel - A Brief History of the Rise and Fall of the Ancient Races of Earth: a Theory That
the Fall of Nations is Due to Intermarriage with Alien Stocks: a Demonstration that a Nation’s
Strength is Due to Racial Purity: A Prophecy that America Will Sink to Early Decay Unless
Immigration is Rigorously Restricted (1908) Also Including The End of Darwinism - Not Change,
But Persistence is Characteristic of Life, Every Change is Essentially A Persistence, Only What
Persists Can Change (an Essay), Alfred P. Schultz, M.D., 414pp., pb., 22.00 + P&H.
- Reds Behind Open Immigration, Col. Archibald Roosevelt (son of Teddy), 21pp., 2.00 + P&H.
- Remarks of the Hon. J. Thorkelson of Montana concerning the U.S. being subverted by the Jews
and returned to subservience to the British Crown, also controlled by the Jews, by The Congressional Record of the Proceedings and Debates of the 76th Congress, Third Session, 1940,
28pp., 8.5x11, 5.00 + P&H. Corner stapled or plastic comb-bound for an extra .25.
- The Romance of the Rothschilds (1915) Balla Ignác or Ignatius Balla (Hungarians list their last name
first), 310pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H; Nathan Rothschild took Balla (a Hungarian poet, essayist,
short story writer, translator, editor, and journalist who later became an Italian citizen) to court to
try to stop this book being published on the grounds certain things were not true and libelous,
but the court agreed they were true.
- St. Paul in Britain (1860) Morgan, 128pp., pb., 1400 + P&H.
- The Secret Government of United States (1962), Mary Davison (Secretary, Council on American
Relations), 8.5x11, comb- 124pp., 16.00 + P&H.
- The Secret Holocaust, Mullins, 34pp., 400 + P&H. (66 MILLION European Christians).
- Selections from the Latter Testimonies and Dying Words of Saints and Sinners: Being the Closing
Expressions of Nearly Seventeen Hundred Persons, Believers and Unbelievers (1898; 1900 edition)
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compiled by Amos Haverstick Gottschall, 220pp., + 6 pages of family biography of the author; pb.,
14.00 + P&H.
- The Signature of God, Grant Jeffrey, 354pp., pb., 14.00 + P&H; Outstanding! Conclusive proof
from a dozen different angles that the Word of God is true and could not have been written by
man (with or without the world's most sophisticated computer), but men wrote word for word
what God led them to write. Although the author was terribly confused concerning the identity who God’s people are (and thus, being utterly confused about prophecy), and completed in
error concerning God’s Law being abolished—this is a superb book; so focus on what the book
is about and not his auxilliary error.
- Soviet Evidence at Katyn: Document USSR-54 at Nuremberg, 48pp., 700 + P&H. imported
- Stories From Foxe’s Book of Martyrs (1903) Foxe/W. S. Martin, 8.5x11, 440pp., paperback, wellillustrated (companion vol. to Story of Light) 30.00 + P&H.
- Stories of Great Revivals with Contributions on Revival Work (1906) Henry Johnson, Canon Aitken, F.B.
Meyer, Stuart Holden, Gipsy Smith; c.420pp., pb., 2500 + P&H. Chapters: Evangelical Revival of 18th
Century England; Evangelical Revival of 18th Century Scotland; Evangelical Revival of 18th Century
Wales; Evangelical Revival of 18th Century Ireland; Awakenings of 1858-1862 England, of 18581862 Scotland, of 1858-1862 Wales, of 1858-1862 North of Ireland; Work of Moody & Sankey 1873
- 1875; 1881-1884; Revival in Wales, 1904-1905; Torry-Alexander Mission, 1903-1905.
- The Story of the Light That Never Went Out: A History of English Protestantism For Young Readers
(1903) W.S.M. and Augusta Cook; 586pp., 8.5x11, hundreds of illustrations, excellent; pb., 45.00
+ P&H. One person who ordered this book, who is an older gentleman who has long been an avid
reader, said this was one of the best and most important 5 books he has ever read.
- The Story of the Nations Series: currently available in paperback: The Balkans: Roumania, Bulgaria,
Servia, and Montenegro; Early Britain; The Franks; Germany; The Goths; Hungary; Ireland; The
Normans; Norway; Poland; Scotland; Wales - inquire.
- Take Your Choice: Separation or Mongrelization (1947), Sen. (former Govr. of Miss.) Theod. Bilbo,
330pp., 28.00 + P&H.
- The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates: A Thesis presented to the Faculty of the Graduate School of Yale
University in Candidacy for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (1649) John Milton, Edited with
Introduction and Notes by William Talbot Allison, B.D., Ph.D. (1911) 245pp., pb., 18.00 + P&H.
- Thank God the Constitution Still Gives us the Right to Bear Arms (The Speech of Major General
Moseley before the National Defense Meeting at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, March
28, 1939), 30pp., & An Army General Exposes the Jews (June 1, 1939, Testimony before the
Congressional Committee for the Investigation of Un-american Activities), 28pp., Gen. George
Van Horn Moseley [cowardly, traitorous politicians voted not to even enter officially into record),
2 booklets in 1, 58pp., 5.00 + P&H.
- Thinking Black: 22 Years Without a Break in the Long Grass of Central Africa (1913) [reprinted by
Negro Universities Press, NY, in 1969] Daniel Crawford (1870-1926) a.k.a. “Konga Vantu”, Scottish Plymouth Brethren missionary in central-southern Africa], I began reading this to see if it was
worthwhile, as someone had told me about it. I find it interesting, intriguing, enlightening, thoughtprovoking, entertaining, humorous, profound... to me, the book has a very odd tone of thought; if
I can put my finger on it, I believe it seems as if he merely describes things and does not explain
them; there is no explaining random chaos, there is only describing it... and that is all he can do
with the topic at hand... he was a missionary, but one with honest insight into the mind of those
primitives he was around... the book seems to begin with no purpose, no explanation, you just
awake and find yourself in his safari trekking through the hot and humid bush... with his unique
manners of description and humor and blunt insight. In the beginning he mentions the Portuguese he encountered in Mozambique at the first area from which he embarqued and noted how
indolent the Portuguese were, and expressed that it was believed that they would not drink coffee
for breakfast under the assumption it might keep them up the rest of the day. 504pp. + 20pp.
photos, pb., 28.00 + P&H. Its sequel is Back to the Long Grass (see); 50.00 + P&H for the set.
- A Thousand Million Pounds for us or Germany? The Gold of the Far East Rand (1917), Alfred
Ernest O’Flaherty / William Edwin Bleloch; very rare book covers how Jews infiltrated Germany
/ England and how Jews used England to seize South Africa; 333pp., 6 1/8 x 9.25, pb., 28.00 +
P&H (rare book). See also “England Under the Heel of the Jew.”
- TNT [The Naked Truth] (1932), Col. Edwin Marshal Hadley, 111pp., comb, 14.00 + P&H.
- Tortured For His Faith, Popov (Roumanian pastor suffered 18 years imprisonment/torture behind iron
curtain) 146pp., pb., 800 + P&H.
- The Trial of William Penn (1852) [from S.M. Janey’s, “The Life of William Penn,”] 31pp., plus 30 pages
of “A Tribute to William Penn” [a cousin of mine] (21 illustrations added by R.A.B.; 5.00 + P&H.
- The Truth About Bolshevik and Nazi Atrocities in Lavia (1943), Ludwigs Ekis (former Latvian
Finance Minister and Envoy in Kaunas (Lithuania), Warsaw (Poland), Bucharest (Roumania),
Budapest (Hungary), and Ankara (Turkey), 27pp., 3.00 + P&H (compare the two lists)
- Twelve Reformation Heroes (1960) Neilson, 96pp., pb., 12.00 + P&H; we can never read enough
about the Reformers... they are our greatest heroes.
- Undermining the Constitution: A History of Lawless Government (1950) Thomas James Norton
(Member of the Bars of the Supreme Court of the United States), 351pp., pb., 22.00 + P&H.
- U. S. War Department, 1919: The Power & Aims of International Jewry - A U. S. War Department
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investigation and evaluation of issues generated by Jewish power (1919) SECRET classified until
1973; 36pp., 3.50 + P&H. re-typeset.
- Vanishing Proofs of Evolution, Heinze, 94pp., pb., 800 + P&H. easy to understand, easily refutes
- The Victory of Reason: How Christianity Led to Freedom, Capitalism, and Western Success, Stark, Hb.
281pp., 2600 + P&H; pb., 304pp., 1600 + P&H. excellent book...
- Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos, a Defence of Liberty Against Tyrants, Or, of the Lawful Power of the
Prince Over the People, and of the People Over the Prince (1579 Latin; 1689 English transl.;
1924 ed. modern type-face w/ hist. intro. by Laski) “Stephanus Junius Brutus,” pen name for
Huguenot Reformer Hubert Languet; 229pp., original + Modern Publisher’s 18-page illustr. Hist.
Intro. & Note Concerning author of 1924 Historical Intro., by R.A.B., pb., 18.00 + P&H.
- War Is A Racket (1933) Maj.-Gen. Smedley Butler (who profits from war?) 36pp., retype-set w/
photos and brief biography of Butler, 4.00 + P&H.
- Waters Flowing Eastward: War Against Kingship of Christ (1933) L. Fry, 289pp., 16.00 + P&H.
(expose of Zionist plot against Christendom; Bolshevik Revolution, eye-witness account)
- Ways That Are Dark: The Truth About China, Ralph Townsend, 336pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H; nasty,
filthy, drug-ridden culture China was and remains.
- We Have a Guardian, Grant, 64pp., (God’s Divine intervention on behalf of Britain in war) 8.00 + P&H.
- What Is Metropolitan Government? (1958), E. G. Grace, Committee for the Preservation of the
Constitution, 48pp., very rare, print was so small I offer it in 2 formats: original fine print stapleback
booklet, 5.00 + P&H or enlarged 8.5x11, face stapled for 8.50 + P&H - be sure to specify which.
One liberal reviewer on the internet described it as: “Ravings about invisible government, Rhodes
scholars, United Nations, Los Angeles metropolitan government, UNESCO, the NAACP, and
the like with fairly strong anti-Semitic undertones.”
- Where Black Rules White: A Journey Across and About Hayti (1910), H. Hesketh Prichard, 384pp.,
plastic comb-bound. Interesting history and experience, anecdotal. 15.00 + P&H.
- White Supremacy and Negro Subordination or Negroes A Subordinate Race and (so-called) Slavery
Its Normal Condition (1870) J.H. Van Evrie, M.D., 389pp., + 60pp. (2x2 8.5x11 xerox, combbound) 20.00 + P&H or pb., 35.00 + P&H; Hb., 50.00 + P&H.
- Who Brought The Slaves To America?, 30pp., 3.00 + P&H.
- Whom Hath God Joined Together? A Biblical Examination of Miscegenation, Jackson 240pp., pb.,
20.00 + P&H.
- Who Owns The T.V. Networks?, Eustace Mullins, (8½x11, 5pp.), Who Rules America? (8½x11,
4pp.), Who Rules and Programs America? (8½x11, 5pp.), Who Runs The Media? (12pp., booklet), 4 short reports; all 4 for 3.00 + P&H.
- Why Civilizations Collapse (1965) Attorney Drew Smith, 80pp., 10.00 + P&H. chapters: Why Did
Mighty Egyptian Civilization Perish? Racial Amalgamation in India, Harmful Effect of Miscegenation in Brazil, Race, Color & Chaos, Russia, Communism & Race, Rising Tide of Asiatic
Immigration, Colonization: The Solution to the Problem.
- Why Civilisations Self Destruct, Prof. Elmer Pendell (Cornell Univ.), 176pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H.
those with lower IQs always tend to outbreed those with higher IQs; modern welfare policies
encourage devolution which will ultimately lead to the destruction of all civilisation; ignore
evolutionary biology herein.
- Working Toward Whiteness: How America’s Immigrants Became White: The Strange Journey from
Ellis Island to the Suburbs, Roediger, 339pp., pb. 19.00 + P&H; Hb., 27.00 + P&H; How
“Jews”, modern Italians, Greeks, and others came to be considered “white”.
- World Conquerors: The Real War Criminals (1958), Louis Marschalko (translated from Hungarian),
c.300pp., pb. 18.00 + P&H.
- World Significance of the Russian Revolution (1920) George Pitt-Rivers, preface Dr. Oscar Levy,
60pp., 6.00 + P&H, role of “jews” in Bolshevik terror.
- The World’s Trouble Makers (1961), Rev. Bruce H. Brown (Methodist, Australia), 144pp., plasticcomb-bound, very rare, 16.00 + P&H.
- You Gentiles, Maurice Samuel (1924) Jewish author exposes Jews, 221pp., 16.00 + P&H.
- Young Folks’ History of The Netherlands (Holland and Belgium) (1878) Alex. Young, 672pp., pb., 3600 +
P&H; excellent; must for all students of our history... tied to Reformation & eventually American Revolution. Highly recommended. Not on child’s level by any means; collegiate level by today’s standards.
- Your Church Their Target (1966) by Kenneth W. Ingwalson (editor) being a collection of treatises by
H.R. Butman, I.E. Howard, K. Ingwalson, H.E. Kershner, James DeForest Murch, Edmund A.
Opitz, Herman Otten, Herbert A Philbeck, Charles S Poling, G. Aiken Taylor, Wilbur G Williams,
Rousas John Rushdoony, T. Robert Ingram, etc. 275pp, 2x2 xerox, comb-bound 1200 + P&H.

Titles Concerning Experiences Among the Indians and Muslims
- The Adventures of Thomas Pellow, of Penryn, Mariner: Three and Twenty Years in Captivity among
the Moors (1740) 304pp., pb., 12.00 + P&H.
- Barbary Corsairs: Warfare in the Mediterranean 1480-1580, Heers, 272pp., Hb. 30.00 (reg 35) +
P&H very good, final defeat of Turks (1571) after half century of Turkish ravaging, rape, pillage,
plunder, kidnapping of hundreds of thousands of Christians in Mediter.
- Captured By The Indians: 15 Firsthand Accounts, 1750-1870, Drimmer, 384pp., pb., 14.00) +
P&H.
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- The Frontiersman (conquest of America’s NW Territory: today’s northern mid-west)Narratives of America
Series by Allan Eckert; gripping historical novels based wholly on fact; depict how life really was,
extol some great Americans usually overlooked in history. (6 books in the series; inquire); this one
covers the wars against British & indians, centered around Simon Kenton; greatest frontiersman/
pioneer greater than Daniel Boone (saved Boone’s life few times) great man, God watched over him
even as Washington in battle. Little taught nowadays, incredible man - a true legend. One of only
2 men who could fire and reload and fire musket while running full speed. I highly recommend this
book. One of best I have ever read. One of only men in history to have survived any (let alone
numerous times the) running of Indian gauntlet; British/French treachery, frontier-life, Indian Wars,
American independence; 626pp., large-size pb., pb., 1900; incredible! A must!
- The Indians or Narratives of Massacres and Depredations on the Frontier, in the Wawasink and its
Vicinity, during the American Revolution (1846) by A Descendent of the Huguenots [Abraham
G. Bevier], designed to commemorate the noble deeds of our ancestors, and inculcate principles
of patriotism and piety, 80pp., pb., 14.00 + P&H.
- Legends of the Shawangunk (Shon Gum) and Its Environs, Including historical sketches, biographical
notices, and thrilling border incidents and adventures relating to those portions of the counties
of Orange, Ulster and Sullivan lying in the Shawangunk Region (1887) Philip Henry Smith,
also mentions a few stories of Tom Quick. 168pp., and several pages of illustrations; 7x10 pb.,
22.00 + P&H.
- The Original Life and Adventures of Tom Quick, The Indian Slayer, as Published at Monticello in
1851: And the Pioneers of Minisink and Wawarsink (1894 ed.) James E. Quinlan & T. G. Cutler,
123pp., pb., rare, 12.50 + P&H; true story of son avenging death of father during French &
Indian Wars, devoted life to exterminating few remaining Indians in N.E. Pennsylvania. Settling
in Milford, Pennsylvania, the family enjoyed peaceful relationship w/ Indians. At outbreak of
French & Indian Wars, relationship w/ small group of settlers became strained & dispute about
land known as Minisink. Quick’s father was killed & scalped during sudden attack, which led
Quick to long, vengeful campaign to kill as many Indians as he could. In fact, he killed nearly 100
over many years, eventually died of old age. When book was written, he was one of great icons of
American folklore & exploits were common fare of fireside storytellers & cracker-barrel oldtimers. Today, he is virtually forgotten. Political correctness recently motivated his hometown of
Milford, PA to dismantle handsome monument over his remains & replace it with apologetic
plaque. References to him have been eliminated from local history. This is the original biography
of Tom Quick, published in 1851; containing virtually every tale associated with craft & cunning
of Tom Quick, & many narratives relating to early settlers of the upper Delaware Valley. Of
special interest to historians are the chapters devoted to the Battle of Minisink during American
Revolution; abridged version, published 1894, lacks several key chapters, footnotes & Appendix.
- Pirate Coast: Thomas Jefferson, First Marines, & Secret Mission of 1805, Zacks, 432pp., new pb.,
16.00 + P&H; Hb. good used copies available for 20.00 (reg. 26) + P&H. As fascinating as
Cochrane: The Life and Exploits of a Fighting Captain (also highly recommended, see catalog/
inquire); excellent book, I could not put it down.
- True Stories of Our Pioneers: The Heroic Deeds and Devoted Lives of the Fathers and Mothers of
America, Embracing the Principle Episodes of the White Race with the Red Men for the Possession of the New World; a True and Vivid Account of the Dark Captivities and the Unconquerable
Courage of the Men and Women Who Wrested the American Forests from the Aborigines and
gave them to the plow and the sickle (1904) Augustus Lynch Mason, LL.D. / John Clark Ridpath,
LL.D. / Trumbull White, 694pp., 6x9 pb., 38.00 + P&H.
- White Gold: The Extraordinary Story of Thomas Pellow and Islam’s One Million White Slaves,
Milton, 316pp., pb., 15.00 + P&H; Hb., 20.00 + P&H.

DVDs (inquire for others)
Martin Luther: Martin Luther’s Protest Changed the Course of History 15.00 + P&H, 105 minute
DVD, dramatic B&W 1952 classic, Awesome; if you have never seen it, get it; I try to make it a
point to watch every year; originally released in theaters worldwide/nominated for 2 Academy Awards;
magnificent depiction of Luther & forces at work in surrounding 16th century society resulted in
historic reforming efforts; traces Luther’s life from guilt-burdened monk to eventual break w/ Rome;
despite its age, it is unsurpassed. Special 50th Anniversary colorized Edition includes: full length
film; story of making of the film; Biography of many features not available before, a documentary
history with Robert E. A. Lee, retired head of Lutheran Film Associates; trip to historic Luther sites
including breathtaking color views of Wittenberg, Eisenach, Worms,Wartburg, Augsburg. Photos,
background info, credits for producer, director, writer leading actors.
- A More Perfect Union: America Becomes Nation ($3 million budget, award winning, PBS,
produced by BY Univ.) (112 min.) 20.00 + P&H
[We will publish in paperback, any comb-bound title w/ order of 25 copies. Inquire.]
Email or send SASE for larger list of titles, many more on history, the Reformation,
children and youth titles (mention this book).
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